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Abstract

Multi-party Computation (MPC) has been studied for decades to enhance the

security and privacy of computer systems. Threshold Signature Scheme (TSS) is

considered a special form of MPC in which multiple parties participate in generat-

ing digital signatures without revealing any information related to the corresponding

private key involved in the process. Due to the popularity of cryptocurrencies and

blockchain in recent years, many studies have given special attention to TSS to ben-

efit from its advantages. Avoiding a single point of failure (SPOF) is essential in

any financial system; therefore, cryptocurrencies that are heavily based on the digital

signature need a system similar to TSS to eliminate the SPOF, the private key of

the crypto wallet. Even though TSS seems fabulous at first glance, the deployment

of such a system is not flawless; in fact, many bugs and vulnerabilities related to

TSS protocols and their implementations have been reported over the past years.

In this study, we will propose security solutions based on Trusted Execution Envi-

ronment (TEE) for key generation and signing in multi-party crypto wallets. We

leverage TEE technology to bind a verifiable identity to a TSS party that is based

on trusted hardware. It allows parties to authenticate other TSS players and pre-

vent malicious actors from joining the protocol. For this study, first, we will discuss

the published attacks against threshold Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

(ECDSA) signatures and define a threat model associated with multi-party wallets,

strictly speaking, key generation and signing in the multi-party wallet. Considering

the defined threat model, we will introduce the security requirements, which pave the

road for designing and implementing the prototypes. We will also propose two proto-

types for this research and evaluate their security through a comprehensive security

analysis. Considering all the security advantages of the implemented prototype, the

results indicate that the overhead incurred by our prototype is acceptable, thereby

making it a feasible option for deployment in production environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

After the economic crisis in 2008, Bitcoin [1] was introduced as a decentralized

append-only ledger to provide a trustless model secured by replications and incen-

tives. Satoshi Nakamoto, the inventor of Bitcoin, stated in the mailing list of Bitcoin,

“The root problem with conventional currency is all the trust that’s required to make

it work. The central bank must be trusted not to debase the currency, but the his-

tory of fiat currencies is full of breaches of that trust.” [2] As he mentioned, the lack

of trust in central entities needs to be replaced with a distributed trustless system.

Bitcoin was the first system that delivered such features, and it laid the foundation of

blockchain technology. If there is a single trusted party, we do not need a blockchain,

but in reality, in many systems like financial systems, there is no trusted player be-

cause all players try to gain the most from the system. Other blockchain platforms like

Ethereum [3] utilized Bitcoin’s trustless model to invent a programmable public envi-

ronment or the blockchain computer on which users can develop applications known

as smart contracts. From 2017 to 2022, many decentralized applications (DApp)

emerged on blockchain based on the new programming paradigm like Decentralized

Finance (DeFi) [4], Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) [5], and Decentralized Autonomous

Organizations (DAO) [6]. In other words, a DApp on the blockchain allows us to

build an auction without auctioneers, an E-voting system without tallying authori-

ties, a trading platform without a broker, etc. One of the best use cases of blockchain

technology is the storage of value which is also known as cryptocurrency. All transac-

tions are committed on the blockchain in a distributed and trustless model. Despite a

big plunge in the cryptocurrency market ($3 trillion all-time high), the total market

capitalization of the cryptocurrencies was around $1.1 trillion in August 2022. It

means 2.5% of the U.S. equity market, the biggest equity market in the world. Con-

sidering all use cases and market capitalization of cryptocurrencies, we can imagine

that blockchain technology will stay in financial markets for a long time [7].

1
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Blockchain keeps track of all transactions in a sequence of blocks which are con-

nected through the cryptographic hash. Strictly speaking, each block holds a list of

transactions (Tx) that are secured by digital signatures. Digital signature provides

3 essential functionalities of authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation for each

transaction. For instance, Bitcoin implements Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO)

model to manage account balances; accordingly, input transaction (TxIn) and out-

put transaction (TxOut) entries in UTXO model are related to each other utilizing

digital signature [1]. Considering the volume of transactions on running blockchains,

the most common signing scheme are ECDSA secp256k1, Ed25519, and Schnorr’s

signing scheme. Recent blockchain projects like Ethereum 2.0 have started utilizing

BLS (Boneh–Lynn–Shacham) signature scheme[8] which is a more efficient option for

blockchain technology.

As mentioned earlier, immutability is a massive advantage of blockchain technol-

ogy which makes it a reliable ledger containing all transactions without being tainted.

On the other hand, it raises a grave concern; what if a hacker can access the private

key of an account and sign transactions on behalf of the real user? The answer is

that stolen crypto assets cannot be restored because transactions on the blockchain

are irreversible. In this case, SPOF is a serious security concern for blockchain tech-

nology. TSS is a technique that enables a group of players to sign a transaction

collaboratively without revealing the private key. In TSS signatures, (t, n) in which

1 ≤ t < n means n parties having key shares, and t+ 1 of them can issue the digital

signature together. It means that TSS can eliminate the risk of SPOF in traditional

crypto wallets. Taking this into account, multi-party crypto wallets leverage TSS

protocols to distribute the rights of signing blockchain transactions among multi-

ple parties like different persons, teams, software platforms, hardware modules, etc.;

consequently, it mitigates the risk of external and internal attacks. This technology

can reassure the customers of crypto custody and financial institutions who transfer

billions of dollars in crypto assets because their customers do not need to trust the

institutions completely to do transactions on their behalf. Multi-Signature Scheme

(Multi-Sig) provides the same functionality, but TSS is more flexible, private, and

efficient than Multi-Sig. Furthermore, to enhance the security of TSS, TSS imple-

mentations support the resharing feature in which parties update their key shares
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periodically without changing their corresponding actual address, the public key. All

the abovementioned advantages make the multi-party wallet a perfect solution for

signing transactions on the blockchain.

TSS is not a new concept, and it was introduced more than 30 years ago, but

blockchain applications and their growing market cap incentivized researchers to find

faster and more efficient protocols. Even though TSS provides many benefits, the

complexity and lack of maturity in its implementations can be the Achilles’ heel of

this valuable technology [9].

1.1 Motivation

To store and keep cryptocurrencies, we need a crypto wallet. Generally speaking,

crypto wallets are divided into hot and cold wallets. A hot wallet is online and con-

nected to the public network. While it is fast and easy to use, because of connecting

to the Internet, it is vulnerable to online attacks and stealing funds. In contrast,

the cold wallet is typically not connected to the Internet which makes it less flexible

but more secure. It raises a legitimate question which one is the best option? Most

giant crypto exchanges and custodians choose a hybrid solution; in fact, they keep

most of their crypto assets in cold wallets and store only a certain amount of them in

hot wallets to fulfill the withdrawal requests of customers [10]. Most cold wallets are

like special-purpose USB devices, and because the private key does not leave them,

malicious code on compromised computers cannot sign a transaction on their behalf.

It provides a huge security advantage; however, the high security in cold wallets sacri-

fices ease of use and assessability which are essential for crypto custodians and market

adoption.

TSS can be a helpful technique for crypto custodians. It not only allows crypto

custodians to have the versatility of hot wallets but also enhances their overall security

by avoiding SPOF. Additionally, not having SPOF can partially protect crypto ex-

changes from losing crypto funds and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks through the loss

of signing capability. In the case of cold wallets, air-gapped or not, TSS distributes

trust among multiple teams to complete a transaction; hence, TSS is a perfect choice

to mitigate the risk of both inside and outside attacks on wallets cryptographically.
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(a) TSS Hot Wallet

(b) TSS Cold Wallet

Figure 1.1: TSS Hot and Cold Wallet

As shown in Figure 1.1a, in a hot wallet supporting TSS, the Ku and Ke are gen-

erated without revealing any information related to the other party. Each transfer

order must be signed by the two-party signing protocol to be valid. In the cold wallet

with TSS (Figure 1.1b), after generating Ka, Kb, and Kc key shares collectively, the

(1, 3) scheme is deployed which means 2 out of 3 parties can sign transactions.

ECDSA is the common signing scheme in cryptocurrencies, but due to ECDSA

properties, the threshold ECDSA was inherently too slow, but over the past years,

threshold ECDSA could make dramatic improvements. In 2018, Gennaro and Goldfeder

[11] proposed an efficient threshold ECDSA in the dishonest majority environment;

then, they improved this protocol [12] to identify aborts with one-round online sign-

ing. Due to their efficacy, the GG protocols [11, 12] are adopted as threshold ECDSA

protocols in the industry [13, 14, 15]. Threshold ECDSA uses some cryptographic

primitives and protocols which are non-standard and complex like verifiable secret

sharing (VSS), homomorphic encryption, commitments, and zero-knowledge proofs.

The complexity and the lack of mature implementations have introduced some bugs

in the implementations of threshold ECDSA protocols [16, 9]. These vulnerabili-

ties have shown us that despite all advantages of threshold ECDSA, we need to add

preventive measures to mitigate any potential risks of exploiting the protocol, weak

assumptions, and bad implementations. In theory, threshold TSS must be resilient

against protocol deviation and bad input, but in practice, a malicious party could

exploit vulnerabilities by changing the expected behavior. What if we could attest to

the trustworthiness of TSS players before allowing them to join the protocol? This
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can be achieved by using a TEE.

Since launching the 6th generation of Intel Core processor, in 2015, Intel has made

available Software Guard Extension (SGX) [17] technology. This technology was an

effort to provide a TEE or enclave in SGX vocabulary. TEE enables developers to

protect their applications from high-privileged software like operating systems (OS)

and hypervisors running on the same hardware. Over the past years, this hardware

feature has been used to shield many applications and network services [18, 19, 20, 21].

The drawback of utilizing SGX to protect applications is that the developer must use

SGX Software Development Kit (SDK) in its code; in other words, the code base must

be modified which incurs huge costs. Library OSes (LibOS) like Gramine [22] can

solve this problem. In fact, Gramine is a LibOS that is tailored to support SGX and

protect unmodified code from the local privileged attacker [23]. On the other hand,

attestation is an integral part of TEE and SGX in particular in which the attester

tries to convince the challenger that it is a trusted enclave running on TEE platform.

At the end of this process, the challenger can trust the attester based on provided

values during the attestation. Therefore, if an untrusted client wants to communicate

with a server, the server can accept or refuse the connection based on the attestation

result.

Regarding the aforementioned threshold ECDSA attacks, the attacker runs an

ingenuine instance of threshold ECDSA and tries to exploit the software or protocol

vulnerabilities. In practice, the attacker can inject its malicious code into a TSS code

[24]. To enhance the security of the threshold ECDSA implementations, each player

should authenticate other participating players in the TSS protocol. One solution

would be authentication at the network (IP/Port) or system level, but the attacker

can evade these preventive measures. To solve this problem, we have to not only

protect each threshold ECDSA party from system-level attacks but also authenticate

the traffic generated by each player. Both of these goals are attainable through TEE

and integrating authentication in the attestation process. According to this notion, in

this research, we utilize TEE and remote attestation to secure the threshold ECDSA

protocols used in multi-party crypto wallets.
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1.2 Contribution

This research aims to mitigate the attacks on threshold ECDSA protocols through

TEE and attested tunnels. According to this notion, our contributions are as follows:

• We define a threat model for multi-party wallets based on key generation and

signing protocol. Then according to the defined model, we present their security

requirements related to multi-party crypto wallets in our system.

• Given the security requirements, we develop prototypes that protect TSS players

from known attacks and prevents adversarial parties from participating in TSS

protocol. In fact, we provide a mutual authentication mechanism based on

remote attestation to provide a fully honest environment for threshold ECDSA

protocols.

• We present a comprehensive security analysis regarding our prototypes.

• We propose a framework to deploy and update honest parties in the TSS pro-

tocol.

• We evaluate the overhead and performance of implemented prototypes.

Figure 1.2 depicts the workflow of our research. We found that despite the vast

number of research related to TSS, there is a gap regarding practical solutions to

mitigate attacks against TSS in general and threshold ECDSA in particular. To

capture the development of this field over the past years, we conducted an in-depth

literate survey. The literature survey explores research work in four domains: 1)TSS

and Threshold ECDSA, 2)Threshold ECDSA Attacks, 3)TEE and Intel SGX. During

the initial part of the literature survey, we study TSS based on different signature

algorithms like ECDSA, BLS, and Schnorr. Since most cryptocurrencies use ECDSA

for signing transactions, threshold ECDSA is at the center of attention. Due to its

characteristics, generating ECDSA signatures collectively has serious challenges, so

we primarily focus on [11], and [12] protocols which are widely implemented in the

industry [14, 13, 15] because of their unique features; however, introduced concepts

apply to other protocols. In the next part of the literature review, we examine the

conducted attacks against threshold ECDSA [9, 16]. According to our findings, the
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root of attacks on threshold ECDSA is the complexity of cryptographic primitives

and TSS protocols, plus the lack of standard implementations. Strictly speaking, an

adversarial player involved in a protocol can exploit these vulnerabilities and forge

the signature on his own. The proposed threshold ECDSA protocols were designed to

work in a dishonest majority environment where adversaries are less than t+1; how-

ever, dishonest players can game the protocol and forge the signature while they are

less than t+1. In light of this fact, we decided to establish a fully honest environment

for threshold ECDSA to mitigate TSS attacks. Hence, we studied TEE technology,

Intel’s SGX notably. To make the proposed solution applicable for implemented ap-

plications using threshold ECDSA, we deploy a LibOS which supports Intel’s SGX;

in fact, it allows us to run legacy code on SGX without modification. We reviewed

available LibOSes compatible with SGX like Gramine [22], Scone [25, 26], and Occu-

lum [27] and chose Gramine for our work. To establish a fully honest environment,

we opt for ra-tls [28] which combines mutual authentication, remote attestation, and

secure channel. Finally, we defined a threat model for multi-party crypto wallets.

In the next phase of our research, we define a threat model for the TSS environ-

ment and extract security requirements that must be met. Considering the threat

model and security requirements, we design a prototype for threshold ECDSA where

players establish secure attested tunnels for mutual authentication. We implemented

a prototype based on LibOS and Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) to

establish secure attested tunnels between TSS client applications transparently. To

implement the second prototype, we integrate tss-lib, an industry-accepted TSS li-

brary, with the remote attestation process to provide an attested tunnel.

To evaluate the efficacy of our prototypes, we implemented a benchmark frame

to conduct micro and macro-benchmarks. We executed benchmarks on three execu-

tion environments, native execution, gramine execution running only on LibOS, and

tunnel utilizing an attested tunnel. Regarding the first prototype, we benchmark

the network throughput of unmodified iperf3 [29] and Distributed Key Generation

(DKG)/Signing latency of ZenGo-X threshold ECDSA implementation [14]. For the

second prototype, we measured the duration of key generation and signing phases in

three environments; native, gramine, and tunnel. We also propose a micro-benchmark

in which we diagnose different steps of key generation and signing to find the source
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Figure 1.2: Research Workflow

of overhead.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The following chapters are as follows:
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Chapter 2 covers backgrounds and related studies. In this chapter, we review the

required definitions and primitives of TSS; additionally, we explain DKG and signing

phases in threshold ECDSA protocols. Then we delve into TEE, SGX technology, and

its essential component, remote attestation. We also present research on threshold

ECDSA attacks. We conclude the chapter by introducing the threat model of multi-

party crypto wallets with threshold ECDSA protocols.

Chapter 3 focuses on the methodology of our research. First, we introduce the

security requirements for multi-party crypto wallets in this study based on the given

threat model. In the following, we illuminate the overall design of the transparent

and integrated attested tunnels. Then we will go through the details of their imple-

mentation and how they can be deployed in the real world. In the end, we analyze

the security of prototypes regarding security requirements.

Chapter 4 presents a benchmark framework and benchmarks to evaluate the im-

plemented prototypes. We benchmark the network throughput, key generation, and

signing latency in different scenarios for the transparent attested tunnel. Regarding

the integrated attested tunnel, we measure key generation and signing latency as

macro-benchmarks similarly; additionally, we add micro-benchmarks to understand

more about the TSS client execution in an enclave. For each benchmark, we will

discuss the results and their implications.

Chapter 5 summarizes the research with remarks, limitations, and future work.



Chapter 2

Background Knowledge and Literature Review

In the initial segment of this chapter, we demonstrate the building blocks of thresh-

old ECDSA signing utilized in most multi-party wallets; additionally, we delve into

DKG and threshold ECDSA signing protocols widely accepted in the crypto industry.

After understanding foundations, we explain some published attacks against thresh-

old ECDSA signing protocols. Subsequently, we introduce TEE technology and its

features that we incorporate into our research. Finally, we outline the threat model

associated with multi-party wallets that we address in our study.

2.1 Threshold ECDSA Signing

2.1.1 Introduction

TSS allows multiple parties to generate a digital signature collectively in which

they cannot know about the private key. In a (t, n) threshold signing, t+ 1 ⩽ n can

issue a valid signature, while any subset of parties less than or equal to t cannot.

After 30 years from introducing threshold signing [30] and subsequent protocols [31,

32, 33, 34, 8], blockchain caused a new interest in TSS which led to a lot of research in

this domain [35, 11, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 12]. These studies focus on

ECDSA and Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) signatures which

are used in blockchain protocols.

As mentioned earlier, in this research, we concentrate on the ECDSA signing algo-

rithm that is extensively utilized in blockchains and crypto wallets. Due to inherent

ECDSA properties, designing threshold signing is more complicated, so many pa-

pers have been published to enhance its security and performance. In the following,

we first introduce various cryptographic building blocks that we need to understand

threshold ECDSA signing in general and [11] and [12] in specific which gained con-

siderable acceptance in the crypto industry. Moreover, we elucidate the metrics used

10
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to compare TSS protocols, and ultimately, we consolidate all these aspects in the

context of DKG and signing protocols.

2.1.2 Cryptographic Building Blocks

Definition 1 - Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [46]

The ECDSA signature scheme (G,S, V ) uses the group of points G of an elliptic curve

over a finite field Fp. Let g be a generator of G and let q be the order of the group

G, which we assume is prime. The hash function H is defied over (M,Z∗
q).

The scheme works as follows:

• G(): Choose α
R←− Z∗

q and set u← gα ∈ G. Output sk := α and pk := u.

• S(sk,m): To sign a message m ∈M with secret key sk = α do:

Repeat :

αt
R←− Z∗

q, ut ← gαt

let ut = (x, y) ∈ G where x, y ∈ Fp

treat x as an integer in [0, p) and set r ← [x]q ∈ Zq - reduce x to mod q

s← (H(m) + rα)/αt ∈ Zq

until r ̸= 0 and s ̸= 0

output (r, s) ∈ Z2
q

• V (pk,m, σ): To verify a signature σ = (r, s) ∈ Z2
q on m ∈ M with pk = u ∈ G

do:

if r = 0 or s = 0 then output reject and stop

α← H(m)/s ∈ Zq, b← r/s ∈ Zq

ut̂ ← gaub ∈ G

if ut̂ is the point at infinity in G then output reject and stop

let ut̂ = (x̂, ŷ) ∈ G where x̂, ŷ ∈ G

treat x̂ as an integer in [0, p) and set r̂ ← [x̂]q ∈ Zq - reduce x̂ to mod q

if r = r̂ output accept; else output reject
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Definition 2 - Commitment scheme [46] A commitment scheme for a finite

message spaceM, is a pair of efficient algorithms C = (C, V ) where:

• Algorithm C is invoked as (c, o)
R←− C(m), where m ∈ M is the message to be

committed, c is the commitment string, and o is an opening string.

• Algorithm V is a deterministic algorithm invoked as V (m, c, o) and outputs

acceptorreject

Correctness Property : if (c, o)
R←− C(m) ⇐⇒ Pr[V (m, c, o) = accept] = 1

Hiding Property : The commitment c does not reveal information about m.

Binding Property : An adversary A cannot find (m′, c′) in which (m′, c′) ̸= (m, c) and

V (m′, c′, o) = accept.

Definition 3 - Additive Homomorphic Encryption [47] An additively homo-

morphic encryption scheme consists of three algorithms KGen, Encpk, Decsk and two

operations.

• (sk, pk)← KGen generates public/private keys.

• Encpk :M→ E is a probabilistic algorithm.

• DecskE →M is a deterministic algorithm.

• ⊕ and ⊙ are its two operations in which

⊕ : E × E → E / m1 +m2 = Decsk(Encpk(m1) + Encpk(m2))

⊙ : Z× E → E / k.m = Decsk(k ⊙ Encpk(m))
(2.1)

Paillier homomorphic encryption which is mostly used in TSS is as follows:

• KGen- Generate two large prime numbers p and q having the same length such

as

N = p.q

λ = (p− 1) (q − 1)

sk = λ and pk = N

(2.2)
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• Encpk : ZN → ZN2 - For a message m ∈ ZN , and random number r ∈ Z∗
N

(integer from 1 to N-1)

c = (N + 1)mrN mod N2 s.t. c ∈ ZN2 (2.3)

• Decsk : ZN2 → ZN - Define as follows

L(u) = (u− 1)/N over all u ∈ ZN2

m = L(cλ).λ−1 mod N
(2.4)

• Its homomorphic properties are:

Encpk(m1)⊕ Encpk(m2) = Encpk(m1) . Encpk(m2)

k ⊙ Encpk(m) = Encpk(m)k
(2.5)

Definition 4 - Zero-knowledge Proof [47] In Zero-knowledge proof, the prover

proves the validity of his claim without revealing any information to the validator.

The prover is responsible for providing the claim, and the validator is responsible for

verifying the provided claim. In TSS protocols, zero-knowledge proofs are utilized to

ensure parties follow the protocol. Zero-knowledge proofs are the most computation-

ally demanding task in the protocol compared to other steps.

Definition 5 -Threshold Signature Scheme [46] A threshold signature scheme

(G,S, V, C) is a tuple of four efficient algorithms:

• G is a probabilistic key generation algorithm that is invoked as

(pk, pkc, sk1, sk2, . . . , skN)
n←− G(N, t) (2.6)

to generate a t-out-of-N shared key. It outputs a public key pk, a combiner

public key pkc, and N signing key shares, sk1, . . . , skN .

• S is a (possibly) probabilistic signing algorithm that is invoked as σ
′
i

R←− S(ski,m),

where ski is one of the key shares generated by G, m is a message, and σ
′
i is a

signature share for m using ski.

• V is a deterministic verification algorithm as in a signature scheme, invoked as

V (pk,m, σ) and outputs either accept or reject.
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• C is a deterministic combiner algorithm that is invoked as

σ ← C(pkc,m,J , {σ′

j}j∈J ) (2.7)

where pkc is the combiner public key, m is a message, J is a subset of {1, . . . , N}
of size t, and each σ

′
j is a signature share for m. The algorithm either outputs a

signature σ, or outputs a special message blame(J ∗), where J ∗ is a nonempty

subset of J . Intuitively, the message blame(J ∗) indicates that the provided

signature shares σ
′
j fo j ∈ J ∗ are invalid.

• Correctness: The verification algorithm should accept a properly constructed

signature; specifically, for all possible outputs (pk, pkc, sk1, sk2, . . . , skN) ofG(N, t),

all messages m, and all t− size subsets J of {1, . . . , N} we have

Pr
[︂
V (pk,m,C(pkc,m,J , {σ′

j}j∈J )) = accept
]︂
= 1 (2.8)

Definition 6 - Shamir Secret Sharing [48] A dealer has a secret key s , and

it wants to share it among n players in such a way that 1) t players cannot recover s

2) t+ 1 players can recover s.

The dealer chooses a random polynomial in F (x) ∈ Zq [x] of degree t in which

• F (0) = s

• q is a prime number and s ∈ Zq (Zq is a finite field on modulo q)

• it sends to each player Pi the share si = F (i) mod q

t + 1 players can recover the secret by polynomial interpolation while t players have

no information regarding the secret in a strong information-theoretic sense. Strictly

speaking, for each secret s′, there is a polynomial F ′ which agrees with the secret and

the shares held by the adversaries (players).

F (x) is a linear combination of the Lagrangian Polynomial. For a set S of t + 1

values of si in which i ∈ S(|S| = t + 1), we want to find F (x) of degree t such

that F (i) = si , i ∈ S. To do these, we use Lagrange interpolation. Lagrangian

polynomial of degree t, Λi,S (x) is defined as

Λi, S (i) = 1 and Λi,S (j) = 0 for i ̸= j

Λi,S (X) =
∏︂

i,j∈S,i̸=j

X − j

i− j

(2.9)
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Then the F (X) is a linear combination of the Lagrangian polynomial of degree t in

which both sides of the equations are polynomial of degree t which agreeing on t+ 1

points:

F (X) =
∑︂
i∈S

siΛi,S (X) (2.10)

To find the key, we should calculate the free term or 0-Lagrangian coefficient or λi,S

because F (0) = s. Accordingly,

s =
∑︂
i∈S

λi,Ssi

λi,S = Λi,S (0) =
∏︂

(i,j∈S,j ̸=i)

j/ (j − i)
(2.11)

We can do it for any j-Lagrangian coefficient associated with S, it means

F (j) = sj =
∑︂

i∈S
λj,i,S si

λj,i,S = Λi,S [j]
(2.12)

Definition 7 - Verifiable Secret Sharing(VSS) [49] In a secret sharing proto-

col, when the dealer is not trusted, and all players follow the secret sharing protocol,

VSS guarantees that each player receives a unique share in which their shares inter-

polate into the correct secret. Feldman’s VSS [49] is as follows:

1. For the input secret x, the dealer

• Chooses a random polynomial F (X) of degree t that F (0) = x in which

[f0, f1, . . . , ft] are the coefficients of F (X) and f [0] = x.

• Broadcasts Fj = gfj , the public commitment to coefficients of polynomial

F (X).

• Sends the private key F (i) = xi to player i privately.

2. Player i checks that secret xi lies in the polynomial defined by [F0, F1, . . . , Ft]

via Evaluation in the exponent as follows:

t∏︂
j=0

F ij

j =
t∏︂

j=0

gfj ij = g
∑︁t

j=0 fji
j

= gxi (2.13)

If it does not match, each player lodges a complaint.
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3. If t players have complaints, the dealer is untrusted and disqualified, and proto-

col will be aborted; otherwise, to find untrusted players and resolve complaints,

the dealer will broadcast the shares to eliminate bad actors and find honest

majorities.

Definition 8 - Multiplication of Shared Secrets Additively Assume n play-

ers have additive shares of secrets a,b in which a = a1+ . . .+ an and b = b1+ . . .+ bn

and player i holds ai and bi.

The parties compute an additive sharing of c = ab in which c =
∑︁

i,jaibj. If

Parties i and j could turn aibj into two values dij and eij such that dij + eij = aibj

then [50]

ci = aibi +
∑︂

i
eji +

∑︂
i
dji (2.14)

Definition 9 - Multiplicative to Additive (MtA) Shares An MtA protocol

allows two players Alice and Bob Who hold secrets a, b ∈ Zq respectively to turn

them into secret d, e ∈ Zq respectively such that [51]

d+ e = a.b mod q (2.15)

Let E is an additive homomorphic encryption scheme. Considering the additive

and scalar multiplication features of E

1. Alice sends A = Ek (a) to Bob

2. Bob uses the scalar multiplication features of E and computes Ek (a.b)

3. Bob uses the additive feature of E, and chooses a random value m, and computes

Ek (a.b+m)

4. Bob sends B = Ek (a.b+m) to Alice in which Bob’s share is e = −m

5. Alice decrypts B in which Alice’s share is d = Dk (B) because

d+ e = (a.b+m) + (−m) = a.b (2.16)
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2.1.3 Distributed Key Generation

Pedersen’s protocol[52] was the first DKG in the literature. In fact, Pedersen’s

DKG is n parallel executions of Feldman’s VSS which are run by n players.

1. Each player Pi picks random polynomial F (X) ∈ Zq [X] of degree t.

2. Each player Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m , runs instance of Feldman’s VSS,

(a) For zi ∈ Zq, the commitment to Zi = gzi is public because zi = Fi (0).

(Each player Pi can verify it via interpolation in the exponent for
∏︁t

j=0 F
ij

j )

(b) for zij which denotes the Shamir’s share of player Pi to player Pj i.e.,

1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, the commitment to zij = Fi (j) via Zij = gzij . In fact,

Pi plays the role of dealer, and P1, . . . , Pm play the role of participants;

hence, Pi plays a double role. Each player Pi opens its commitment to Zi.

3. Suppose Q is the set of players which are not disqualified after running Feld-

man’s VSS.

(a) The key x is defined as

x = F (0) =
∑︂
i∈Q

Fi (0) =
∑︂
i∈Q

zi (2.17)

(b) Public key y is set as

y = gx = g
∑︁

i∈Q xi =
∏︂
i∈Q

Zi (2.18)

(c) For each player Pi,

xi = F (i) =
∑︂
i,j∈Q

Fj (i) =
∑︂
i,j∈Q

zji (2.19)

(d) For each player Pi, public key yi is defined as

yi = gxi = g
∑︁

i,j∈Q zji =
∏︂
i,j∈Q

Zji (2.20)

Note that xij = Fi (j). Since F (X) =
∑︁

i∈Q Fi (X), it follows that xi = F (i).
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There is a problem with Pedersen’s DKG; strictly speaking, it is not information-

theoretically protected from adversaries. It is true that zi is protected by Discrete Log

Difficulty, but the adversaries have enough information to affect the total protocol.

For this purpose, other variants of Pedersen’s DKG were introduced, Committed

Pedersen’s DKG [11], Joint-Pedersen’s DKG [53, 54].

2.1.4 Threshold ECDSA

After running the DKG protocol, all players have a share of x in a (t, n) Shamir’s

scheme. According to this notion, a simplified version of GG20 [12] protocol is as

follows:

1. t+ 1 players perform two additive sharings of random values k and a

a = a1 + . . .+ ak and k = k1 + . . .+ kn (2.21)

The values Ai = gai are committed with a non-malleable commitment.

2. Players performs twoMtA protocols to get additive shares of b = ka and z = kx.

A few notes in this regard:

• Each player de-commits Ai and players compute A = ga =
∏︁

i Ai

• Players reconstruct b by computing

c = inv (b) mod q and R = ginv(k) = Ac (2.22)

3. Players broadcast si = k−1
i (H(m)+ rxi) to interpolate s. Protocol aborts if the

signature is not correct.

2.1.5 TSS Attacks

Threshold ECDSA signatures can significantly enhance the security of cryptocur-

rency wallets by protecting against losses that might occur due to a compromised

system. Nevertheless, the use of TSS - and specifically threshold ECDSA - presents

certain challenges. These schemes involve complex structures that are not standard-

ized, and there are multiple different implementations available due to the intense
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competition among companies seeking to establish a lead over their competitors in

the cryptocurrency market [15, 13, 14, 55]. This has resulted in a rapid development

cycle, with insufficient code review and audit. Given that the wallets of organizations

and exchanges can hold billions of dollars, any bug in a multi-party crypto wallet

could have catastrophic consequences [56]. In recent years, researchers have analyzed

several multi-party wallets and TSS protocols, and they have succeeded in conduct-

ing numerous attacks against them. For example, in the Alpha-Rays attacks [16],

researchers discovered two incorrect assumptions in the GG20 and GG18 protocols

[11, 12], which are the most widely implemented threshold ECDSA signing protocols

in the industry. The first attack relates to the MtA sub-protocol, implemented with a

fast option lacking a range-proof mechanism. This assumption made it possible for an

attacker to determine the number of times a victim’s output was reduced modulo N ,

and to craft a nonce that would allow them to discover the bits of the victim’s secret

key. The researchers were able to extract the victim’s key share using 16 signatures,

claiming that it could have been done with only eight signatures. In their second at-

tack, they exploited a vulnerability in the expensive version of the MtA sub-protocol

with range proof due to the absence of size checking of the Paillier encryption key.

By controlling a party, an attacker can find the key shares of all other honest par-

ties using just one signature. The researchers claim that many public repositories

were affected by this attack [14, 15]. In another paper, the authors exploited multi-

party cryptocurrency wallets due to incorrect assumptions and poor TSS protocol

implementation [9].

As these attacks show, most threshold ECDSA protocols are young and complex,

and their rapid development in response to market competition makes them more

vulnerable to similar attacks. In these attacks, the attacker seeks to take control

of a system, participate in the protocol, and exploit incorrect assumptions and poor

implementations. To protect multi-party wallets from these attacks, we must detect

and prevent attackers and dishonest parties from joining the protocol and gaming the

honest parties. This can be achieved by using TEEs. It allows the system designers to

protect processes from system-level attacks and bind their identities to the hardware

that is verifiable by relevant stakeholders.
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2.2 Trusted Execution Environment

2.2.1 Introduction

TEE is a powerful abstraction that enables us to execute processes in isolation

from the rest of the system. TEEs provide robust hardware-based protection mech-

anisms that ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the contained code and data;

Additionally, TEEs incorporate features that facilitate the verification and validation

of these security mechanisms to external entities [17].

One notable hardware-based mechanism for implementing a TEE is Intel’s SGX,

which is integrated into Intel’s processors. SGX offers a complete isolation mechanism

that allows applications to run independently of the host software stack. It does so

by providing a virtual memory address space that is completely isolated from the rest

of the system, thereby guaranteeing the confidentiality and integrity of the contained

data. As depicted in Figure 2.1, the main promise of TEE in general and SGX in

specific is that it can protect code and data at runtime from the host’s software stack,

even from OS and hypervisor. According to this Figure, in TEE model, the attack

surface is limited to the application, system software connecting to the hardware, and

the hardware. Furthermore, TEE can enhance the application’s security by providing

an attestation mechanism at startup and limiting the control flow to specific entry

points to access the code and data.

Figure 2.1: Attack Surface in TEE

2.2.2 Software Guard Extension

Intel’s SGX was initially introduced in 2015 as a security mechanism that was inte-

grated into the sixth-generation Intel Core processors, which are based on the Skylake
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micro-architecture. This technology affords a protective sandbox for safeguarding en-

claves against an array of threats, including those originating from the OS or hypervi-

sor, BIOS, firmware, drivers, system management module, Intel Management Engine

(ME), as well as any remote attacks. Accordingly, Intel’s SGX technology provides

a range of robust protections, including but not limited to the following: Firstly, the

memory of the enclave is protected from external reading or writing, as it is entirely

insulated from the external environment. This ensures that data isolated within en-

claves can only be accessed by code that shares the enclave, thus guaranteeing its

confidentiality and integrity. Secondly, if the enclave is set to a production level, it

is invulnerable to software or hardware debuggers. Thirdly, entering the enclave’s

memory via function calls, jumps, registers, or stack manipulation is impossible, thus

safeguarding the enclave from unauthorized access or manipulation. Fourthly, the

memory within the enclave is encrypted using industry-standard encryption algo-

rithms with replay protection, ensuring that the data remains secure from external

threats. Finally, the memory encryption key randomly changes with every power

cycle, rendering it inaccessible as it is stored within the CPU [57].

In Intel SGX architecture, an application is separated into two distinct compo-

nents: a secure component and a non-secure component. The application is respon-

sible for launching the enclave, the secure component which is an encrypted area

of memory. When an enclave function is invoked, only the code within the enclave

can access its data, and upon completion, the enclave data remains in the protected

memory. Thus, the application comprises its own code, data, and enclave, whereas

the enclave contains its own code and data, and Intel SGX safeguards the confiden-

tiality and integrity of the enclave’s code and data. Moreover, the SGX enforces

pre-determined entry points for the enclave during compilation. Another important

point is that while an enclave can access its application’s memory, the reverse is not

possible which means data within the enclave is secured from unauthorized access.

Figure 2.2 depicts the lifecycle of an enclave [58]. The application requests to load

the enclave; then issues the ECREATE instruction to create and populate the SGX

Enclave Control Structure (SECS). SECS is an immutable data structure containing

the meta-data associated with each enclave. It is not available to secure and insecure

parts of the application; instead, it is directly used by the CPU. Issuing EADD
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instruction loads a page into an enclave-protected memory. Finally, EINIT finalizes

the enclave creation in which INIT checks the EINITTOKEN data structure to ensure

that the enclave can execute.

Figure 2.2: Enclave Life Cycle in Intel SGX

After the creation of the enclave, the application issues the EENTER instruction to

transfer control to a pre-determined location in the enclave(1). During code execution

in the enclave, if an exception or interrupt happens(2), it results in Asynchronous

Enclave Exits (AEX) (3), and the Asynchronous Exit Pointer (AEP) points to the first

instruction, which is executed after handling the interrupt(4). The handler can decide

whether to continue the execution of the enclave or not. To resume its execution, it

issues ERESUME(5). State Save Area (SSA) keeps the state of the enclave if an

interrupt happens; additionally, it is important to note that Translation Lookaside

Buffer (TLB) is flushed before leaving the enclave. In the next step, the application

can issue a pre-defined function in the enclave and pass control to it which is known

as ECALL. In contrast, OCALL allows executing a function outside the enclave in the

application address space. In ECALL, data and addresses can be shared, but OCALL

needs to copy data and purge TLB. At the end of enclave execution, EEXIT(6) puts

the process into a normal state and flushes the TLB entries and clear registers to

prevent data leaks.
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When an enclave is created and initialized in Intel SGX, a cryptographic log is

generated by the system. This log includes details such as the content (i.e., code,

data, stack, and heap), the location of each page within the enclave, and the security

flags being used. This is ”Enclave Identity” which is a 256-bit hash digest of this

log, stored as MRENCLAVE, representing the enclave’s software Trusted Computing

Base (TCB). To verify this value, one must first get the enclave’s software TCB,

followed by securely acquiring the expected enclave’s software TCB and comparing

the two values. In case two enclaves have the same hash, they are considered identical.

Additionally, each enclave is signed by an author, leading to the presence of another

measurement called MRSIGNER. This value is the hash of the author’s public key.

2.2.3 Sealing

When an enclave is running, SGX protects the enclave’s code and data from

outside access, but after issuing EREMOVE, the enclave stops working and leaves

the memory. It means all data associated with the running enclave will be lost.

Sealing is a mechanism in which we protect data at rest in SGX applications. Strictly

speaking, an enclave issues EGETKEY instruction to get the key assigned to it and

uses that key to encrypt data on the disk. EGETKEY provides different keys based

on the enclave request, and it is the responsibility of the enclave developer to choose

an appropriate algorithm to encrypt/decrypt data on the disk. According to the given

definition, SGX provides two types of sealing keys: Sealing to the current enclave and

sealing to the enclave author.

Sealing to the Current Enclave – In this type of sealing, the key is bound to the

identity of an enclave. In better words, the key derivation is based on MRNCLAVE,

so if the code and data associated with the enclave change, a new key will be derived.

Consequently, two distinct enclaves have distinct keys.

Sealing to the Enclave Author – In this type, the sealing key is bound to the

enclave’s author or signer. Therefore, two distinct enclave which are signed by the

same person can get the same sealing key if they use this type of sealing. The same

thing is true for a different version of an enclave. This feature enables enclaves to

share data on disk while protecting them from outsiders.
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2.2.4 Attestation

An enclave enables a process to protect and isolate its data from other active

entities in a system. This model works as long as the enclave does not need any

data from the other enclaves, but for any reason, if it needs to exchange data with

other enclaves, they need a mechanism to prove that they can trust each other. Intel

SGX calls the process in which enclaves prove their identity to each other attestation.

Considering this definition, there are two types of attestation: Local Attestation and

Remote Attestation.

Local Attestation – Before communicating on the same platform, two enclaves

need to authenticate each other locally. This process is called local attestation. Figure

2.3 depicts the local attestation process [57].

1. Assume two enclaves A and B running on the same platform. There is a commu-

nication channel between them which does not need to be trusted. We assume

B asks A to prove if it is running on the platform as B.

2. B retrieves its MRENCLAVE value and sends it to A.

3. A uses EREPORT instruction to produce a report for B using provided MREN-

CLAVE and sends the REPORT to B.

4. After receiving REPORT from A, B calls EGETKEY instruction to get the

REPORT key to verify the REPORT. If the REPORT can be verified with

REPORT key, B knows that A is on the same platform. It is possible since the

REPORT key is specific to a platform.

5. B uses MRENCLAVE embedded in A’s REPORT to create a REPORT for A

and send it to A.

6. A can follow the same steps in phase 4 to verify that B is running on the same

platform.
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Figure 2.3: Local Attestation in Intel SGX

Remote Attestation - Remote Attestation – In the remote attestation, the

attester and verifier are not on the same platform, so we need other components

in the process of attestation, Quoting Enclave (QE) and Attestation Service. QE

is an architectural enclave that verifies and transforms REPORT (locally verifiable)

into QUOTE (remotely verifiable) utilizing Provisioning Key. On the other hand,

Attestation Service validates the provided QUOTE and its data. Figure 2.4 illustrates

an abstraction associated with remote attestation [57].

Figure 2.4: Remote Attestation in Intel SGX

1. First, the enclave needs a secret from a server, and it tells the application to

request it on its behalf. The application sends a request, and the server replies

with a challenge and asks the enclave to prove it has not been tampered.

2. The application gives the server’s challenge and QE’s identity to the enclave.

3. The enclave provides a manifest containing the challenge answer and an ephemeral

public key that will be used to secure the communication between the enclave

and the server later. Additionally, it calculates the manifest hash and includes

it in the data section of EREPORT instruction. EREPORT instruction gener-

ates REPORT for QE which binds the manifest to the enclave, and at the end,
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the enclave passes the REPORT to the application.

4. The application passes the provided REPORT to QE for verification and singing.

5. QE retrieves the report key and verifies the provided REPORT, so it generates

QUOTE structure and signs it using the provisioning key. Then it passes it to

the application.

6. The application sends QUOTE to the server for verification.

7. The server uses the Intel Attestation Service (IAS) to validate the signature

of QUOTE; then, it validates the manifest integrity provided in QUOTE by

comparing it with an expected value. If they are matched, the server accepts

the answer for the challenge.

2.3 Threat Model

As mentioned in Chapter 1, threshold ECDSA signature finds common use cases

in the realm of crypto exchanges. With this in mind, we shall provide a general threat

model pertaining to threshold ECDSA in the context of crypto wallets.

Crypto exchanges typically maintain custody of their clients’ crypto assets through

a combination of hot and cold wallets. Hot wallets contain a small portion of the total

funds, and require approval from both the client and the exchange to initiate a trans-

action. Due to the inherent security risks associated with hot wallets, the majority

of the funds are stored in cold wallets that are physically isolated from the opera-

tional network of the exchange. Transactions from cold wallets are generally executed

manually and require the approval of multiple stakeholders. In both scenarios, the

utilization of the TSS, particularly threshold ECDSA signature, serves as a valuable

tool. By distributing trust among multiple participants, the risk of significant fund

loss can be mitigated.

The process of signing transactions through the utilization of TSS is multi-phased.

In most implementations, TSS comprises three key phases: key generation, message

signing, and key refreshing. The initial two phases are crucial for signing a transac-

tion, while the key refreshing phase is an optional mechanism to proactively improve
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security. During the key refreshing phase, participants update their key shares regu-

larly based on the original DKG phase. This means that if an attacker gains access

to a system once, they cannot utilize the same key after a certain interval of time (t).

TSS employs complex cryptographic primitives and subprotocols such as VSS, homo-

morphic encryptions, commitments, and zero-knowledge proofs. Furthermore, TSS

protocols run multiple rounds of communication in which the receiving party must

validate the transmitted message. This adds more complexity to TSS protocols. To

simplify the issue, we assume that during the DKG phase, the generated keys are

backed up somewhere safe by each party to ensure that the attacker cannot destroy

the TSS process by deleting the key shares of the involved parties. We also assume

that adversaries can access the network and intercept or modify TSS messages as

a result. Based on these notes, TSS must safeguard custodians against user abuse,

internal malfeasance, and external malicious behaviors.

Despite the numerous security advantages provided by TSS, there have been in-

stances of vulnerabilities and exploitations in the deployment of TSS protocols and

their related subprotocols. These vulnerabilities have been documented in several

studies [59, 9, 16, 56], and their exploitation can lead to the loss of hundreds of mil-

lions of crypto funds. These attacks indicate that in addition to the complexity of

TSS protocols, their implementation can suffer from bugs. Although most TSS pro-

tocols were designed to operate in a dishonest majority environment, all the attacks

introduced have resulted from gaming protocols in which the adversary deviates from

the standard behavior of an honest party. Given this fact, one potential solution is to

eliminate dishonest parties from the TSS environment. This approach would enable

us to not only benefit from the separation of responsibilities among multiple parties

but also mitigate the risks associated with threats to TSS protocols.

In order to protect TSS parties from dishonest players, it is essential to have

robust security mechanisms in place on the machines that host the participants. Host-

based anti-malware and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) systems are not

sufficient to fully protect hosts from injected codes and privilege escalation attacks

that can subvert security systems. Therefore, to ensure an honest environment in

TSS protocols, we must also consider the possibility of compromising a host through

malware and gaining control over its entire software stack.
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To address this challenge, we rely on trusted hardware that provides a TEE.

Specifically, each TSS party is shielded within an SGX enclave, which is Intel’s im-

plementation of a TEE, using a LibOS. Parties can distinguish between honest and

dishonest parties based on their identities, which are given and verified by Intel’s

SGX. By using this approach, we can ensure that TSS parties are protected against

attacks that target the host machine’s software stack, and we can achieve a more

secure and trustworthy TSS environment.

The research presented in this study relies on the original threat models of TSS

and SGX, which means that the traditional software stack is not trusted, including

the hypervisor, OS, system libraries, software packages, and applications. Instead,

the hardware, LibOS, and enclave are trusted. We also consider the user as untrusted.

The study does not consider DoS attacks, side-channel attacks, and physical attacks

against the CPU [60] as they are addressed by other studies [61, 62, 63, 64]. It is

assumed that the LibOS protects all disk Input/Output (I/O) and system Application

Programing Interface (API) accesses [23]. By relying on smaller trusted components,

the study aims to mitigate potential vulnerabilities and attacks against TSS protocols

and ensure a secure environment for parties involved in threshold ECDSA.



Chapter 3

Methodology of the Research

In this chapter, we present the methodology employed to carry out our research.

Initially, we define the security requirements of our system, taking into account the

threat model identified in Chapter 2 regarding the threshold ECDSA protocol and

multi-party crypto wallets. Based on these requirements, we propose an architecture

that is able to satisfy them. Subsequently, we provide an overview of two different

design implementations and describe their respective deployment strategies. Finally,

we evaluate the efficacy of these implementations with respect to the security re-

quirements and assess their resilience against potential attacks. Overall, this chapter

outlines the structured and systematic approach undertaken in our research, which

serves as a foundation for the implementation and evaluation of our prototypes.

3.1 Security Requirements

In the previous chapter, defining the threat model, we stated that we do not trust

the traditional software stack, encompassing the hypervisor, OS, system libraries,

software packages, applications, and users. Instead, the hardware, LibOS, enclave,

and user are deemed trustworthy. The high-level goals of this research, based on this

definition, are as follows:

1. Prevent a dishonest party from participating in the threshold ECDSA protocol

2. Prevent the semi-honest party from analyzing the threshold ECDSA protocol

3. Prevent an attacker from manipulating data and traffic of honest threshold

ECDSA parties

As we pointed out in the previous chapter, a dishonest party can deviate from

the protocol and game it according to TSS jargon; in better words, a malicious party

initiates most of the attacks against threshold ECDSA protocols. On the other hand,

29
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the semi-honest party follows the protocol, but he tries to collect and analyze the

protocol messages sneakily and decipher valuable data. Based on these notions, we

can define the Security Requirements (SR) of our system as follows:

1. Protect code and data of a threshold ECDSA party (SR1) The system

must protect the confidentiality and integrity of code and data associated with

running honest parties.

2. Guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of threshold ECDSA mes-

sages on the network (SR2) The system must guarantee the confidentiality

and integrity of messages that are sent to and received from honest parties.

3. Prevent exploitation of threshold ECDSA protocol by dishonest par-

ties (SR3) The system must authenticate honest parties and distinguish them

from dishonest parties. It must allow just honest parties to participate in the

threshold ECDSA protocol; therefore, dishonest participants cannot game the

protocol and exploit it.

4. Protect threshold ECDSA protocol from collecting data about the

protocol (SR4) The system must protect threshold ECDSA data and messages

from collecting and analyzing. In other words, a semi-honest player cannot

participate in the protocol and explore it to find any exploitation.

5. Protect threshold ECDSA protocol from traffic redirection (SR5) The

system must prevent MITM or Domain Name Service (DNS) redirection tech-

niques in which messages between honest parties are redirected to a middleman

that collects valuable data.

The proposed design in this study provides SR2-5 directly compared to running

TSS client only on the LibOS inside an enclave.

3.2 Design

3.2.1 Overview

As we mentioned in the previous section, our research aims to establish an honest

environment for the threshold ECDSA protocol to protect multi-party crypto wallets
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from potential attackers. In this section, we will provide a design overview of the

proposed system and how Intel’s SGX technology can help us to achieve our goals.

At the high-level view, our system has two potential components 1) the threshold

ECDSA party running inside an enclave and 2) the trusted (transportation) tunnel

protecting the party’s network traffic and shielding it from attackers. In this de-

sign, each TSS party runs on top of LibOS, and LibOS execute the opcodes inside

an enclave, protected from the host software stack (SR1). The Threshold ECDSA

protocol is a sophisticated piece of code. Like other security-related software, it needs

multiple development cycles to be mature enough; however, it can still be susceptible

to vulnerabilities [61, 62, 63, 64]. We explained in Chapter 2 that running the code

inside an enclave needs calling special CPU instructions which are associated with

an enclave like ECALL/OCALL. These instructions are only available through TEE-

related libraries and SDKs like sgxsdk [65] in the basic form. In practice, TSS clients

and most applications were not developed for an enclave, and modifying their source

code will be expensive. Considering this fact, we need a solution to run the unmodi-

fied threshold ECDSA client inside an Enclave. LibOSes, in our case Gramine, help

us run the unmodified mature TSS client inside an enclave and protect its code and

data from malware living inside its host (SR1). Technically speaking, LibOS handles

received system calls from TSS party on behalf of OS transparently and shields the

client from OS attacks [66].

While LibOS encrypts disk I/O operations and guarantees the integrity of data

associated with the TSS client inside an enclave, network operations rely on the

TCP/IP stack of an untrusted OS. To sign a message collaboratively, TSS parties

need to communicate with each other. In our system, this communication is done

through a trusted tunnel established on unique features provided by the SGX plat-

form. Strictly speaking, we establish an end-to-end trusted tunnel between players

to provide confidentiality and integrity of the threshold ECDSA messages on the net-

work (SR2). Since OS and hypervisor are considered untrusted in our threat model,

the trusted tunnel component must be located inside the enclave to remove any trust

in the TCP/IP stack of the OS.

Additionally, to preserve the integrity and confidentially of TSS messages over

secure channels, we need a secure transportation layer like TLS (Transport Layer
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Security) or DTLS. For participating in the protocol and sending a message, each

party needs a valid X.509 certificate, and each TSS party can authenticate other

parties based on their valid certificates. Mutual authentication between participants

of threshold ECDSA protocol removes the possibility of joining any parties without

a valid certificate. It is crystal clear if a malicious party has a valid certificate, he

can participate in the protocol and exploit potential vulnerabilities. In our design, to

prevent dishonest parties from participating in the protocol (SR3), we bind the TLS

certificate to the identity of each player’s code and data running inside an enclave;

therefore, we can verify the identity of the party claiming honesty. In technical words,

we establish an attested secure channel between TSS parties which prevents joining

any dishonest parties trying to deviate and game the protocol. In this setting, even a

semi-honest player cannot excavate any data from the protocol because either it must

process the collected data inside the enclave that changes its SGX measurements or

analyze the data outside of the enclave, which is also not attainable since data outside

of enclave are encrypted (SR4). The attested and mutually authenticated channels

between parties eradicate the success of message redirection or MITM attack (SR5).

Gramine LibOS

Linux Kernel

TSS Multiparty
Player

Trusted
Tunnel

VerificationAttestation

Figure 3.1: Overall Design of An Honest Party with an Attested Tunnel

Figrue 3.1 shows the overall design of multi-party crypto wallets in an honest

environment using SGX enclave, proposed in this study. As depicted in this figure,

the trusted tunnel and LibOS shield TSS party component from the malicious actors

locally and remotely. The trusted tunnel listens for incoming connections to detect
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connecting parties’ identities using SGX remote attestation. According to this notion,

whenever the party inside the enclave starts running, it creates a new pair of keys

and binds the certificate to the enclave report [28]. Before accepting the connection,

the trusted tunnel component checks whether the party’s identity is on the Allowlist

or not. If the remote party is authenticated, the connection is established; otherwise,

the connection is rejected. When secure channels are established, honest players can

continue the execution of the distributed signing protocol.

3.2.2 Authenticating An Honest Party

In chapter 2, we described the concept of the TSS in which for (t, n) threshold

signing, n parties start the DKG protocol like Joint-Pederson’s DKG, and each party

receives its share. After having key shares, t + 1 out of n parties are needed to

create ECDSA signature for a message. In our design, we do not change the original

protocol; however, we add another layer of protection on top of the existing protocol

to detect possible malicious parties and prevent them from joining the protocol.

In this hypothetical situation for 3 TSS parties, suppose that in the DKG phase,

adversary party 4 masks honest party 3 from participating in the DKG protocol.

Without a trusted tunnel, the adversary can impersonate a normal player and partic-

ipate in the key generation phase. With the trusted tunnel component in our design,

honest players can identify other honest parties and prevent dishonest party 4 from

joining DKG phase and exploiting possible vulnerabilities. In the signing phase, while

TSS clients run inside an enclave, and all its code and data are protected from an

untrusted software stack, suppose that a dishonest party could access the key share

of party 3. Even after having the key share, the adversary fails in the authentication,

and he does not have the opportunity to exploit TSS protocol because of the proposed

authentication mechanism. The key element in our design which enables the authen-

tication of honest parties is the “Allowlist” generated based on SGX measurements.

As we pointed out in chapter 2, Intel’s SGX technology can measure the code,

data, and attributes associated with a running process which is called MRENCLAVE

in SGX terminology. To authenticate honest parties, we force them to add SGX

measurements and parameters in their self-signed certificates. Each honest player

has a list of other honest players based on SGX parameters. Figure 3.2 displays
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a sample Allowlist for an honest player. When a party tries to participate in TSS

protocol, it needs a X.509 certificate containing SGX parameters. After receiving

a connection request from a candidate party, an honest party validates the given

certificate based on provided SGX parameters in it. First, it checks the authenticity

of SGX parameters using a remote attestation process, and then it checks whether the

provided SGX parameters are in its Allowlist. The honest party rejects the connection

if either of these two steps fails. The given design helps us to authenticate legitimate

parties during TSS protocol.

Figure 3.2: Trusted Tunnel Allowlist

This mechanism allows us to authenticate honest parties not only based on MREN-

CLAVE measurement but also based on their creators, MRSIGNER, and their soft-

ware specifications, Product ID (ISV PROD ID) and Software Version Number (SVN).

It adds another level of flexibility in the authentication process in which we can allow

or reject connections based on the creator of a party, the software of a party, and the

version of software running on a party.

3.2.3 Deploying the Honest Environment

In this section, we elucidate the deployment of an honest environment from multi-

ple perspectives: creating enclaves, managing certificates, and updating the

system.

Creating a shielded TSS party inside an enclave - In an honest environ-

ment, the party plus its dependencies are shipped as a container image. Technically
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speaking, Gramine LibOS has a manifest file specifying the enclave configuration and

its list of sealed files. After configuring the LibOS based on the requirement of the

honest party, we create a container image containing libraries, LibOS, the TSS party

component, and the trusted tunnel. Executing TSS party inside an SGX enclave is

the entry point of container, so we just need to start the container. Regarding SGX

measurements to implement mutual authentication, the system can extract them au-

tomatically from the container image [67] and add them to the Allowlist. Since the

Allowlist contains the honest parties’ measurements, we cannot put it in Gramine’s

manifest file to be sealed because it causes a circular dependency. This design de-

cision is not against any security requirements we discussed earlier. Suppose the

adversary compromises the software stack of an honest player. In that case, it can

only modify its Allowlist and evade our proposed authentication mechanism. How-

ever, it still needs to take control of other t parties to participate in the signing phase

of a message. In better words, in the worst-case scenario in which the t+1 parties are

compromised, the dishonest party can join in the TSS protocol; it means the problem

is downgraded to the original TSS protocol. Without the trusted tunnel component,

if the adversary controls t+1 parties, it can get their keys and sign any messages. In

contrast, our system guarantees the integrity and confidentiality of key shares inside

the enclave and on the disk.

Managing certificates - The provided design automatically handles key gen-

eration and certificate management without user intervention. When starting the

container, the trusted tunnel component uses LibOS APIs to generate a self-signed

certificate with enclave measurements. The trusted tunnel uses the generated certifi-

cate to establish a secure channel to other honest parties. On the other side of the

secure channel, after receiving the connection request, the honest party uses the pro-

vided certificate to do remote attestation, match it with the Allowlist, and complete

the authentication process.

Update the system - Patch management and security updates are among the big

concern in any system. If we update any system component (LibOS, libs, TSS com-

ponent, trusted tunnel), we must build the container image again and extract its SGX

measurements. In fact, we update a bundle of components. Due to ISV PROD ID

and ISV SVN in the Allowlist, our system can detect the crypto wallet applications
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and their version and issue a security warning to a central logging and monitoring

system. Gramine LibOS has the concept of protected files, allowing dynamic file

contents. Since Gramine does not include them in MRENCLAVE measurement, this

feature enables us to update protected files without changing the enclave’s measure-

ment; however, we should consider that it can cause some security concerns if it is

not configured properly [68].

3.3 Implementation

In this section, we will explain our implementation of the proposed design, taking

into account the two key components of the TSS engine and trusted tunnel, which

operate within an enclave for each honest party. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, all

communication of the TSS component with other parties occurs through the trusted

tunnel. We leverage Gramine LibOS to execute unmodified code within the enclave,

so all socket operations rely on the OS TCP/IP stack, which is untrusted in our

threat model. To solve it, we must place the trusted tunnel within the enclave before

transmitting traffic to the OS kernel. Based on this approach, we have two options

to implement the design:

1. Creating a transparent trusted tunnel that enables all enclave traffic to pass

through it, or

2. Integrating the trusted tunnel into the TSS component as the transportation

layer.

In the following subsections, we will describe the architecture pertaining to each of

these design choices and their implementation in our prototypes.

3.3.1 Transparent Attested Tunnel

As previously mentioned, the purpose of the transparent attested tunnel is to

secure enclave network traffic and authenticate trustworthy TSS parties. However,

redirecting enclave network traffic to the attested tunnel requires careful consideration

and implementation. Specifically, two options are available: redirecting traffic to the

attested tunnel via networking techniques on a designated port or redirecting all
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socket operations of the enclave to the transparent attested tunnel without leaving

the enclave.

Figure 3.3: Architecture of Transparent Attested Tunnel with Userspace Networking

Upon closer inspection, the first option is not aligned with our security require-

ments because Gramine relies on the OS for networking, and any socket operations

prior to the tunnel would violate security requirements by crossing enclave boundaries

to execute networking operations on the OS kernel’s TCP/IP stack. As for the second

option, we opt to insert hooks into glibc to redirect socket operations to the tunnel

and permit data segments to exit the enclave after establishing a secure channel. The

most effective approach for achieving this goal is through the use of a userspace net-

work stack[69], which provides networking operations directly inside the enclave and

minimizes modifications to system libraries. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, all socket

operations are transmitted to the userspace TCP/IP stack and subsequently routed

to the trusted tunnel through the userspace networking stack. The trusted tunnel

ensures the confidentiality and integrity of data leaving the enclave. Despite finding

a few successful examples of porting lwIP [69] to the enclave, we could not implement

the desired workflow by porting userspace TCP/IP stacks [70, 71, 72] into the enclave.

One significant limitation is the restriction in the LibOS related to syscalls, which pre-

vents the running code on LibOS from accessing all syscalls provided by the OS. For
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instance, Gramine encountered issues with executing codes that called unsupported

syscall netlink. Consequently, we overlooked some security requirements in the first

prototype and deployed networking techniques. In this implementation, to provide a

transparent trusted tunnel, we use TUN/TAP [73] interface to redirect traffic between

the TSS component and the trusted tunnel and vice versa. Because the TUN/TAP

functionality is a host kernel feature, the integrity and confidentiality of data may

be at risk due to the untrusted nature of the host kernel (SR2). Figure 3.4 shows

different components of the implementation. To rectify the compromised security

requirements, we will provide resolutions in the second implementation.

Figure 3.4: Architecture of Transparent Attested Tunnel with TUN/TAP device

Initialization – To start an honest TSS party within an enclave, it is necessary to

configure Intel’s SGX [17, 65] and Gramine LibOS [22] on the system. Gramine LibOS

leverages SGX technology to shield Linux system calls from applications within an

enclave. Assuming that the Docker image of the TSS honest party has been delivered

to the target host and TSS honest parties have been deployed, we use an initialization

script in the container’s entry point to execute multiple steps sequentially. Initially,

the script initiates the TSS component within an enclave and generates the honest

party’s key and certificate, which are subsequently written to disk. Next, it starts

the trusted tunnel, which establishes a TUN device and waits for incoming packets
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while simultaneously listening on a socket for incoming connections from other par-

ties. Finally, the initialization script runs the TSS component to participate in the

threshold ECDSA signing protocol.

Credential Generation – For a successful authentication, an honest party re-

quires a private key and a certificate that is signed by the SGX platform. To achieve

this goal, we leverage the Gramine ra-tls interface, which abstracts away the complex-

ities associated with generating reports and quotes within an enclave, as discussed in

Chapter 2. ra-tls is an implementation of Knauth et al.’s study [28] that incorporates

Intel’s SGX remote attestation process into the TLS connection setup. Specifically, it

utilizes the X.509 certificate extension to store SGX-related information, such as the

SGX Quote and Intel’s SGX Certificate, which enables remote users, including other

honest TSS parties in this case, to verify the authenticity of an honest party running

inside an enclave. The ra-tls implementation provides ra tls attest.so shared library

to generate an enclave’s unique key and certificate [74].

Connection Setup – With the self-signed certificates and private keys generated

in the previous step, the transparent attested tunnel in our implementation can es-

tablish a secure connection to other honest parties. In our implementation, we opted

to use DTLS [75] to provide a secure channel. The primary reason behind this de-

cision is that DTLS uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) transport protocol to

transmit messages between parties, resulting in lower overhead compared to standard

TLS. The role of the trusted tunnel is to provide integrity, confidentiality, and mu-

tual authentication; therefore, the order of packets has no bearing on the transparent

attested tunnel. Instead, it receives packets from the TUN devices, and it is TSS

component’s responsibility to use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connections

or UDP streams and manage the order of packets. Strictly speaking, the role of trans-

parent attested tunnel is to wrap the TSS messages in another packet and transmit

it through the network.

Connection Establishment – After setting up the trusted tunnel, it waits for

incoming connections. As we mentioned earlier in this section, we use the TUN/TAP

virtual device feature in the kernel to establish this connection. Technically speaking,

the transparent attested tunnel creates a TUN device and runs a thread of execution
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to continually read from it and write to an established socket connection. Addi-

tionally, the transparent attested tunnel runs another thread of execution to listen

on a specific port, welcome the new authenticated TLS connection, and write the

buffer into the TUN virtual device. This implementation enables the TSS engine

to pass messages to other parties and exchange messages. In essence, we create an

environment similar to a local network when we establish a Virtual Private Network

(VPN) connection to a VPN server [76]. Every honest party has a local DNS record

of the other honest TSS parties in its sealed filesystem. This address is the virtual

address used by the TUN virtual device on each container running the TSS party.

Thus, when an honest TSS party wants to send a message to another party, it first

resolves the other party’s virtual IP address from the local DNS and then sends it,

which is directed to the TUN virtual interface. The transparent attested tunnel reads

the packet from the TUN device, inspects its IP header, and finds the other party’s

public address based on the provided mapping to each trusted tunnel. The trusted

tunnel wraps the packet inside another packet and forwards it to the trusted tunnel

running on the other side of the communication. The trusted tunnel on the other

side of the channel waits for new incoming connections and authenticates them. After

passing authentication, it unwraps the received packet, retrieves the original packet

and TSS message, and forwards it to the TUN device, which is eventually received

by the honest party waiting to participate in the protocol.

Authentication – The distinguishing of honest parties from other participants

in the TSS protocol is a crucial aspect of this study, and it is implemented by the

transparent attested tunnel. Honest parties establish connections with each other via

mutually authenticated DTLS channels using the provided key and certification for

the trusted tunnel. The trusted tunnels verify the correctness of the signature and

attestation reports embedded inside the certificate using the remote attestation mech-

anism. In this implementation, we use the Enhanced Privacy Identification (EPID)

remote attestation mechanism [17] and utilize Gramine’s library, ra tls verify epid.so.

When IAS verifies that the certificate has an authentic quote and measurement, the

trusted tunnel matches the given report with the Allowlist provided to it. If the

matching is successful, the connection is established. The connection is rejected if

the verification fails in any of the previously mentioned steps. After accepting the
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connection, the transparent attested tunnel on the second party sends back its cre-

dentials to the first party. The first party validates the other side’s credentials by

following the same process we explained. At the end of this process, both ends of the

connection are mutually authenticated, ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of

the messages.

An essential concept related to the correctness of mutual authentication is SGX

measurements. Enclaves measure Gramine LibOS libraries and memory-mapped

manifest files (Equation 3.1). The measurement of the memory-mapped manifest

file depends on all dependencies of the TSS engine, including the executable, required

libraries, and local DNS files, etc. (Equation 3.2). Changing the contents of any com-

ponents in Equation 2 leads to a different measurement and report of a TSS party,

which is embedded in its X.509 certificate. This mechanism enables the trusted tunnel

to detect the unique identity of honest TSS parties and prevent malicious actors from

joining the protocol because they are executing different codes, using other data, and

showing different behaviors to exploit possible vulnerabilities in the protocol.

MRENCLAV E ← SGXmeasure(LibOS,MF ) (3.1)

MF ← H{H(TSS), H(Tunnel), H(Lib), . . .} (3.2)

3.3.2 Integrated Attested Tunnel

The current prototype of transparent attested tunnel heavily relies on the TUN/TAP

virtual devices and the OS kernel’s TCP/IP stack; hence, its implementation violates

some of the proposed security requirements we introduced earlier. To address this

issue, we have implemented a second prototype that adheres to the principles out-

lined in the design overview in which the trusted tunnel is natively integrated into the

TSS party application in this implementation. The TSS party application consists of

three modules: 1)the TSS engine, 2)the transport module, and 3)the authentication

module. To build the TSS engine component, we used the tss-lib library [15], which is

a Multi-Party Threshold Signature scheme library implemented by Binance. We then

added a session management and transportation layer on top of the TSS engine to
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facilitate message exchange between TSS parties. The uniqueness of this implemen-

tation lies in the integration of authentication for honest TSS parties based on SGX

measurements, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. In this implementation, the TSS party

application runs inside an enclave that is totally aligned with our security goals.

Figure 3.5: Architecture of Integrated Attested Tunnel

Integrated attested tunnel offers several advantages over the previous prototype.

First, SGX and Gramine can provide measurements and quotes related to the TSS

party application as a whole, which reduces the likelihood of misconfigurations and

vulnerabilities resulting from initialization processes. Second, all the keys and certifi-

cates used to establish secure channels will be confidential and tamper-proof inside

the enclave bundle. Additionally, all sensitive data associated with TSS party’s mes-

sages will be transmitted through the trusted tunnel, ensuring their confidentiality

and integrity. Simply put, no data will leave the enclave boundaries without being

protected. However, the downside of this implementation is that we cannot deploy

the unmodified version of the TSS party application. Integrating the trusted tunnel

into an existing TSS application can be complicated and expensive. In this section,
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we are going through the lifecycle of the TSS party application with the integrated

attested tunnel.

Initialization – Similar to the transparent attested tunnel, the integrated at-

tested tunnel depends on Intel’s SGX and Gramine LibOS, which necessitates setting

up these technologies before deploying the honest TSS parties. The container image

includes the LibOS libraries, the TSS party application, and their dependencies. The

container’s entry point launches the honest party’s application inside an enclave that

integrates the trusted tunnel mechanism. Following the TSS party’s execution inside

the enclave, the stage is set to generate the honest party’s credentials associated with

the enclave.

Credential Generation - As all the components of the TSS party application are

executing within an enclave, the process of generating credentials is straightforward in

the case of the integrated attested tunnel. Before starting the TSS engine and trusted

tunnel, the TSS application employs the ra-tls libraries offered by Gramine LibOS

to generate the private key and TLS certificate linked with the SGX quotes. Since

all the TSS application components operate inside the same address space, there is

no need to store these credentials outside of the enclave address space to set up the

secure channel; instead, we pass them to the integrated attested tunnel.

Connection Setup – Unlike the transparent attested tunnel, which is not respon-

sible for managing the order of application messages, the transportation layer in this

implementation must ensure the sequence of data segments and TSS messages. The

transportation layer utilizes TCP connections to ensure the order of data segments

and provide a reliable connection. Moreover, to manage the order of TSS messages

generated for each round of TSS protocol, we assign a Session ID to each TSS message

to preserve their order in the protocol; moreover, we implement a session management

layer which queues messages and only passes messages with right Session ID to the

TSS engine. We employ the TLS library to implement a secure channel that fulfills

the aforementioned requirements. The implemented transportation layer utilizes the

provided credentials to configure a TLS socket listening for incoming connections.

Connection Establishment – Once the trusted tunnel is established, the TSS

engine can initiate communication with other TSS parties. To provide optimal perfor-

mance and high concurrency, the transport layer deploys multiple threads of execution
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for sending and receiving TSS messages over the wire. The integrated attested tunnel

uses local DNS records, which are embedded into the container image, to resolve the

hostname of honest TSS parties into their corresponding IP addresses, and then con-

nects to an honest party. Next, it utilizes the generated credentials to authenticate

with the other honest party. After successful authentication, the honest party begins

exchanging TSS messages over the established trusted tunnel. Establishing connec-

tions and exchanging messages in this implementation is more straightforward and

intuitive than the previous implementation.

Authentication – The authentication phase in the integrated attested tunnel is

pretty similar to what we explained in the previous part; however, all of the check-

ing is done inside an enclave protected from system-level attackers. The value of

MRENCLAVE in the quote is the most important measurement which is used to

identify a TSS party, but depending on the situation, we can modify the authenti-

cation parameters and authenticate honest parties based on MRSIGNER value, who

create and signed the enclave. Additionally, binding ISV PROD ID and ISV SVN

to the measurements allows us to identify the type and version of TSS application.

This approach strengthens the security of the authentication process, makes it less

vulnerable to attacks, and enhances the system’s overall security.

3.4 Security Analysis

This section presents a security analysis of the proposed design in light of the

security requirements introduced at the outset of this chapter. The analysis begins

by identifying potential threat actors within the system, followed by an overview of

various attacks that can be carried out against the system. Each attack is examined in

terms of who the attacker is, the attacker’s methodology, and the ability of proposed

designs to defend against the attack while fulfilling the given security requirements.

A multi-party crypto wallet that employs a TSS to sign transactions faces several

types of attackers. A malicious user (MalUser) attempts to abuse his privileged access

to sign unverified transactions and transfer funds to his own account. A system-level

attacker (Sys) aims to gain control over the entire software stack of the system on

which the crypto wallet operates to achieve his objectives. A dishonest TSS party

attacker (Dishonest) seeks to deceive other parties and exploit the protocol to gain
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Attack Attacker Defense Method
Protection
TaT IaT

A01-Abusing the Privilege MalUser TSS ✓ ✓
A02-Tampering with the Code or Data Sys SGX Enclave ✓ ✓
A03-Tampering with TSS party’s Dependencies Sys LibOS ✓ ✓
A04-Participating as a Fake Enclave Dishonest, Semi-Honest Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓
A05-Impersonating an Honest TSS Party Dishonest, Semi-Honest, MITM Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓
A06-Revealing the Key Associated with Trusted Tunnel Sys, MITM Trusted Tunnel ✗ ✓
A07-Tampering with Trusted Tunnel Sys, MITM Trusted Tunnel ✗ ✓
A08-Spoofing DNS Sys, MITM LibOS, Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓
A09-Tampering with Allowlist Sys LibOS, TSS, Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓
A10-Exploiting TSS Protocol Dishonest, Semi-Honest Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓
A11-Exploiting Buggy Implementation Dishonest, Semi-Honest Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓
A12-Steering Input Sys TSS + Trusted I/O ✓ ✓
A13-Compromising Crypto Wallet Enclave TSS, Trusted Tunnel ✓ ✓

Table 3.1: Attacks on Multi-Party Crypto Wallets with TSS

access to sensitive data such as key shares or disrupt the system. A semi-honest TSS

party attacker (Semi-Honest) aims to participate in the TSS protocol as a benign

player but monitors all protocol messages to extract sensitive information. Finally,

a Man In The Middle attacker (MITM) intercepts messages exchanged between TSS

parties to decipher key shares or other sensitive data. In Table 3.1, these attackers

are referred to as MalUser, Sys, Dishonest, Semi-Honest, and MITM, respectively,

to specify the adversarial actor of each attack. Additionally, TaT and IaT stand for

Transparent and Integrated Attested Tunnel respectively.

Abusing the Privilege (A01) – As previously noted, one of the primary con-

cerns surrounding cryptocurrency funds is the irreversibility of transactions. A ma-

licious insider at a cryptocurrency exchange can leverage his privileges to transfer

vast amounts of funds to his personal account while tracking these transfers becomes

almost impossible if he employs cryptocurrency mixers to obfuscate his traces [77].

A TSS distributes signing privileges among multiple participants to prevent a SPOF

that could be exploited by a fraudulent insider. The security provided by TSS aligns

with SR1.

Tampering with the Code or Data of TSS Party (A02) – A system-level

attacker can potentially gain control over the entire software stack of a system hosting

a cryptocurrency wallet, thereby enabling him to manipulate the execution of the

wallet and sign unverified transactions. Both TSS and TEE technologies used in

the proposed design mitigate against this attack. TSS prevents single-point-of-failure

scenarios where a lone signer can complete a transaction, while the SGX enclave

shields the running crypto wallet against code and data tampering that could lead to
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invalid transactions or loss of funds. These security measures map to SR2 security

requirement.

Tampering with TSS party’s Dependencies (A03) – A system-level attacker

can alter the expected behavior of a crypto wallet by manipulating the system’s de-

pendencies, including libraries, configuration files, LibOS binary, and LibOS manifest

file. Since the trusted tunnel binding the enclave’s identity and TSS party to a TLS

certificate leverages SGX quotes, any changes to the TSS party’s dependencies will

be reflected in SGX measurements. Given this consideration, both of the suggested

designs for the trusted tunnel are capable of detecting tampering with dependencies

(SR2).

Participating as a Fake Enclave (A04) - A dishonest and semi-honest TSS

player may run malicious codes inside an enclave and utilize ra-tls to generate a re-

lated certificate. As the code executes on an SGX platform, the self-signed certificate

generated by the malicious party is verified by the remote attestation process. In

this way, a dishonest or semi-honest player can participate in the distributed signing

process and violate SR4 and SR5. However, both of the proposed designs can detect

invalid runtime measurements by using an Allowlist containing the SGX measure-

ments of authorized wallets.

Impersonating an Honest TSS Party (A05) – A potential attacker in the

form of a dishonest or semi-honest TSS party, or a MITM may intercept the traffic

of the trusted tunnel and extract embedded SGX measurements associated with an

honest player. Even if the attacker fabricates a TLS certificate with valid SGX quotes,

they cannot join the TSS protocol because the trusted tunnels authenticate only

honest parties. Therefore, since the embedded report is not bound to the SGX self-

signed certificate, the impersonated connection is rejected. Protecting the system

against the aforementioned attack would satisfy security requirements SR3, SR4, and

SR5.

Revealing the Key Associated with Trusted Tunnel (A06) – This attack

is associated with the risks of SGX self-signed certificates and trusted tunnels in

the context of two types of attackers: system-level attackers MITM attackers. A

system-level attacker seeks to acquire access to the private keys used in generating

the self-signed certificates. In contrast, a MITM attacker attempts to conduct rollback
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attacks and manipulate the secure channel protocol employed by the trusted tunnel.

The outcome of these attacks is the disclosure of the trusted tunnel key, so the

attacker can decrypt captured packets in violation of SR3 or impersonate himself as a

legitimate party in violation of SR4 and SR5. To counter the risk of rollback attacks

and ensure the confidentiality and authenticity of the trusted tunnel, both proposed

designs enforce a strong CipherSuite and incorporate Deffie-Hellman key exchange

protocol to offer Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS). Furthermore, by generating a new

pair of keys for each enclave execution, the security of the system is reinforced, as

the exposure of keys does not compromise all sessions. However, since transparent

attested tunnel operates outside of the enclave, it is vulnerable to system-level attacks,

and a dishonest or semi-honest party can abuse the revealed keys. Conversely, the

integrated attested tunnel operates in the enclave alongside the TSS engine, which

renders the key inaccessible to system-level attackers, eliminating any chance of key

revelation.

Tampering with Trusted Tunnel (A07) – System-level and MITM attackers

aim to manipulate data packets transferred through the trusted tunnel, thereby vio-

lating SR2. Such attackers attempt to disrupt communication, reveal sensitive data,

or alter it for malicious purposes. In the case of the transparent attested tunnel,

the implemented prototype employs the Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)

protocol to guarantee end-to-end confidentiality and integrity. However, it is the ap-

plication’s responsibility to maintain the order of message delivery. Since the trusted

tunnel runs outside of an enclave, it leaves the communication vulnerable to tam-

pering by system-level attackers. Conversely, the proposed design of the integrated

attested tunnel leverages the Transport Layer Security (TLS) end-to-end secure chan-

nel and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) reliable connection, which is protected

within an enclave. This approach effectively mitigates the risk of trusted tunnel tam-

pering and preserves the integrity and confidentiality of the trusted tunnel traffic in

line with SR2.

Spoofing DNS (A08) – The attacker, system-level or MITM, may utilize DNS

spoofing attack to extract sensitive data of a crypto account. This technique en-

ables the attacker to redirect all traffic associated with the wallet to a server of their

choice, facilitating the interception of all TSS messages and the extraction of key
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shares (SR6). However, the proposed designs in our research address this issue and

provide robust protection against such attacks. Specifically, our design incorporates a

trusted tunnel that provides an end-to-end secure channel that cannot be intercepted.

Furthermore, mutual authentication is implemented within the trusted tunnel, pre-

venting any possibility of communication with malicious actors. Lastly, the system

configuration files like local DNS records are protected by LibOS manifest, effec-

tively eliminating any potential DNS spoofing and traffic redirection. We can add

integrity-protected DNS protocols (DNSSEC, DoH, DoT) to the crypto wallet bundle

as another layer of protection. These comprehensive measures effectively mitigate the

risk of DNS spoofing and safeguard the security of the crypto wallet.

Tampering with Allowlist (A09) – In our design, Allowlist is located outside

of crypto wallet bundle because putting Allowlist inside the bundle causes circular

dependency between parties’ SGX quotes; hence, Allowlist is not sealed and protected

by LibOS. The system-level attacker can exploit this design decision and tampers Al-

lowlist contents with its fake enclave measurments. The attacker can then proceed

to communicate as dishonest and semi-honest parties with honest parties whose Al-

lowlists have been tainted. This attack cannot compromise the whole system because

an honest party just accepts connections from malicous parties, but it does not send

any messages to adversaries because as mentioned in A08, DNS spoofing, all IPs and

hostnames configuration associated with honest parties are tamper-proof by LibOS

sealing or other techniques.

In the case of a transparent attested tunnel, the attacker must compromise t+1

systems and their Allowlists to participate in the protocol, which is equivalent to a

basic attack on the TSS protocol. However, in our prototypes, all sensitive data is

stored inside an enclave, and the attacker must attempt to exploit the TSS protocol

to be successful (SR4-5). Similarly, in the case of an integrated attested tunnel, even

after tampering with t+1 Allowlists, honest parties do not send any messages to

adversaries, which is equivalent to satisfying SR4-5 security requirements. Overall,

while the placement of the Allowlist presents a potential vulnerability, our system

designs and protocols are structured to mitigate these risks effectively.

Exploiting TSS Protocol (A10) – As previously stated, TSSs are intricate
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protocols that contain sub-protocols that lack standardization. Due to this complex-

ity and the lack of standard protocols, many reported attacks have targeted TSS

protocols, especially threshold ECDSA signatures [11, 12, 78, 45]. In most of these

attacks, the attacker takes control of one party and sends unverified and corrupted

protocol parameters to the victim. Over multiple rounds of message exchanges, the

attacker can extract the key shares (SR4). Depending on the strength of the proto-

col, a semi-honest party can extract the private key by merely observing exchanged

messages (SR5). A trusted tunnel is employed in the proposed designs, which utilizes

SGX quotes to authenticate honest parties that wish to participate in the TSS pro-

tocol. This approach prevents malicious actors from involving themselves in the TSS

protocol and potentially exploiting it. Therefore, the embedded trusted tunnel and

provided mutual authentication protect wallets against attacks associated with TSS

protocol exploitation.par

Exploiting Buggy Implementation (A11) – In his paper, Aumasson[9] in-

troduces ”Forget and Forgive,” ”The Lather, Rinse, and Repat,” and ”Golden Shoe”

attacks, which stem from a buggy implementation of TSS protocols. In these at-

tacks similar to A10, the attacker takes control of one party and sends unverified and

corrupted parameters to the victim to exploit a bug in an enclave (SR4-5). As we

mentioned in the previous attack, the proposed designs leverage a trusted tunnel and

mutual authentication based on SGX quotes to prevent the attacker from sending

malformed messages and exploiting the protocol.

Steering Input (A12) – Upon acquiring control over the host’s software stack,

a system-level attacker can control the I/O operations handled by the OS. It enables

the attacker to manipulate the information displayed to the user, thereby causing the

user to initiate a transaction that appears legitimate but in reality, transfers funds

to the attacker’s account. However, this threat can be mitigated using TSS, as the

attacker must compromise t+1 parties to execute such an attack. Additionally, the

system can fortify its defenses by utilizing trusted I/O devices, such as USB dongles,

where the crypto wallet operating in the enclave validates the origin of the input.

This defense mechanism closely resembles that of a cold wallet but benefits from the

privilege segregation provided by the TSS.

Compromising Crypto Wallet (A13) – In our threat model (2.3), we assume
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that the crypto wallet operating within our system’s enclave is a trusted entity. Any

attempt to compromise this honest party would violate our identified security re-

quirements. Thus, we can discuss how our proposed designs can mitigate this threat.

Firstly, if the crypto wallet is compromised, the attack surface reverts to a basic TSS

environment in which the attacker must compromise t+1 parties to execute their at-

tack. Secondly, we utilize a trusted tunnel to authenticate trusted communications

from a broader perspective. If an attacker attempts to compromise a crypto wallet,

they must communicate with the enclave and exploit a vulnerability. Leveraging the

trusted tunnel, we can ensure that only trusted sources are able to communicate with

the crypto wallet, thereby significantly limiting the attack surface. Finally, our system

allows us to authenticate trusted sources not only based on their MRENCLAVE and

MRSIGNER measurements but also by their name and versions (ISV PROD ID and

ISV SVN ). The traffic labeling enables us to discern and ban compromised parties in

our network if any exploitations are discovered related to them. Implementing these

defensive measures collectively can enhance the security of our system substantially.



Chapter 4

Benchmarks and Evaluation

In this section, we begin by discussing the specifics of the prototype’s implemen-

tation. Subsequently, we elaborate on the benchmark framework developed for this

study, which serves as a means to evaluate the proposed solution. Finally, we present

the results of both macro and micro-benchmarks to assess the implemented proto-

types.

4.1 Prototype Specification

In the preceding chapter, we presented two implementations to provide an honest

environment for the threshold ECDSA signing protocol and subjected them to security

analysis. It is evident that the integrated attested tunnel aligns completely with the

security requirements outlined in chapter 3. However, the integrated attested tunnel

cannot be embedded into TSS client applications without undergoing modification,

which necessitates sacrificing compatibility in favor of enhancing security measures.

In the ensuing discussion, we explain the specifications of the implemented prototypes.

4.1.1 Transparent Attested Tunnel

The transparent attested tunnel was implemented in the Golang programming

language, which provides a native concurrency feature that is vital for the trusted

tunnel’s operation. To facilitate the deployment of unmodified TSS client applica-

tions within an enclave, we utilized version 1.4 of Gramine LibOS [22]. Given the

performance overhead associated with the enclave execution, we configured Gramine’s

manifest file to leverage the exitless feature [79], which can improve performance by

up to 58% [80]. However, for the purpose of comparison, we also included the re-

sults without the exitless feature in the benchmarks. In developing the prototype

of the transparent attested tunnel, we utilized Pion’s DTLS 1.2 implementation in

Go [81] and Go’s native library of TUN/TAP interfaces [82]. The ra-tls library [83],

51
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embedded within the Gramine LibOS, was employed for key generation and remote

attestation.

To deploy an honest TSS party with a transparent attested tunnel, users must

run a provided Docker image that contains several essential components, including

the unmodified TSS application binary, the data file generated by Gramine after

pre-processing and signing the manifest file, the transparent attested tunnel, and an

Allowlist. The shell script initiates the deployment process by generating a private

key and certificate, which are used as the honest party’s credentials to initialize the

transparent attested tunnel. Once the tunnel is established, the TSS client application

is started, and TSS messages are passed through the trusted tunnel using a virtual IP

of the TUN device. For authentication of honest TSS parties, the trusted tunnel uses

EPID Provisioning and Remote Attestation [17] technique. After a valid attestation

to verify the SGX quotes in the X.509 certificate, the trusted tunnel checks the

measurements with the Allowlist provided along with the other components. Overall,

This process ensures that only legitimate TSS parties are authenticated and allowed

to communicate through the trusted tunnel.

4.1.2 Integrated Attested Tunnel

The integrated attested tunnel is part of our implementation of TSS client appli-

cation. Specifically, we have developed a prototype of a threshold ECDSA signing

client that includes a trusted tunnel for the secure transfer of TSS messages, as well

as an authentication mechanism to verify the identity of honest parties. Our TSS

client bundle comprises a TSS engine, session management layer, transport layer,

and trusted tunnel, all implemented in Golang programming language. The TSS

engine is based on the GG18 [11] protocol, specifically tss-lib [15] library, Binance’s

open-source implementation of GG18. Meanwhile, the transport layer uses the built-

in TLS library of Go, namely crypto/tls [84]. The session management layer also

coordinates sending and receiving of TSS messages between parties since the order

of messages must be preserved. Similarly, key generation and remote attestation are

performed using the ra-tls library in Gramine LibOS. It is worth noting that our

prototype leverages Gramine LibOS to protect an honest party inside an enclave. In

total, the implemented TSS client prototype contains 1904 lines of code in Golang
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[85], with cgo utilized to access the ra-tls library for handling remote attestation and

credential generation.

As outlined in previous sections, the prototype of TSS client is shipped via a

Docker image that incorporates the TSS client, Gramine LibOS, Gramine’s depen-

dencies, and the Allowlist. The initial entry point for the Docker container executes

our TSS client prototype within an enclave. Technically, the first step involves gen-

erating a private key and X.509 certificate that contains SGX quotes. Subsequently,

the trusted tunnel is initialized with the generated certificate and starts listening on

a designated port. Ultimately, the TSS engine sends TSS messages to other parties

in the TSS protocol. All transmitted messages traverse the transport layer and are

secured within the trusted tunnel. Upon receiving the TSS message, an honest TSS

party conducts remote attestation, EPID in our case, and Allowlist verification to

detect the identity of the communicating party and establish the secure channel. It

is necessary to mention that the session management layer wraps TSS messages in

session data and buffers received messages to assure that the TSS round associated

with the received message is less than or equal to the TSS round of the party.

4.2 Benchmark Framework

This section provides a comprehensive view of the benchmarking process employed

in this study. Firstly, we describe the specific criteria that were used to evaluate the

prototypes. Secondly, we present the benchmark framework that was developed to

facilitate the benchmarking procedure. Lastly, we introduce the specifications of the

systems on which the benchmarks were conducted to ensure the validity and reliability

of the findings.

To evaluate the effectiveness and overhead incurred by the trusted tunnel, we de-

signed micro and macro-benchmarks. In macro-benchmarks, we assessed the impact

of the trusted tunnel and enclave on network performance and TSS protocol. For the

micro-benchmark, we measured the execution time of different phases of the trusted

tunnel to estimate incurred overhead.

Regarding the transparent attested tunnel, our study focuses on two primary

macro-benchmarks. Firstly, we assessed the download throughput for a single UDP

connection. To achieve this, we utilized iperf3 [29], a network throughput test tool.
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We deployed an iperf3 server on a container without SGX capabilities; however, the

iperf3 client container can run in an enclave, depending on benchmarks. The through-

put was measured over a 10-second interval, with bandwidth gradually increased from

100MiB to 1GiB. Additionally, we incorporated the TSS protocol macro-benchmark

to calculate the duration of DKG and threshold signing with varying numbers of

participants. The number of parties involved in the protocol increases incrementally

from 3 to 9, with the threshold t being defined as two-thirds of the total participants

minus one. For instance, for 3 parties, the threshold is 1, so we need at least 2 parties

to sign a message collaboratively. To evaluate the performance of the integrated at-

tested tunnel, we conducted macro- and micro-benchmarks. Firstly, we benchmarked

the DKG and distributed signing operations. Furthermore, we designed a micro-

benchmark to assess the time overhead incurred by the trusted tunnel. In order to

achieve this, we inserted probes at strategic points within the TSS party prototype,

enabling us to measure the duration of each phase in its lifecycle associated with the

trusted tunnel. This measurement allowed us to identify the root cause of any delay

in the DKG and threshold signing processes, providing us with valuable insights.

We developed a benchmark framework to conduct the benchmarks mentioned

above. In the initial stage of our testing, we classify the benchmarking into four

levels: native, gramine, tunnel, and exitless variation of enclave-based execution.

The ”native” level involves benchmarking the unmodified version of the application.

The ”gramine” level involves running the benchmarks on Gramine LibOS without

the attested tunnel. The ”tunnel” level indicates that the benchmark runs on top

of Gramine LibOS and utilizes the attested tunnel for the secure channel and peer

authentication. Lastly, the ”exitless” variation denoted that the “Exitless Feature” of

Gramine LibOS is set up. By comparing the results of these benchmarks, we are able

to attribute any overhead to the enclave execution, specifically to the trusted tunnel;

in better words, this comparison allows us to identify the source of any performance

issues and make system improvements.

To implement the benchmark framework, we utilized shell scripts and Docker

Compose to automate the benchmarking process. For each class of benchmarks, we

developed a controlling shell script located at the root of its directory. This script was

responsible for starting and stopping the containers and passing parameters to the
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internal scripts (/scripts directory) running inside the container. Docker Compose

is instrumental in setting up the benchmark environment in a reproducible manner,

delivering what is known as Infrastructure as Code (IaC). It provides the necessary

network, disk, and device resources to containers to communicate and store the re-

sults. The scripts directory on each category of benchmarks contains scripts executed

inside a container or an enclave. Figure 4.1 accurately demonstrates the relationship

between these three components. First, the controlling script runs containers based

on the predefined environment in Docker Compose and passes the required parame-

ters to internal scripts. After starting the containers, the container runs the internal

scripts containing the actual commands to be benchmarked. This hierarchy allows

us to simulate the desired environments and easily add new benchmarks without

changing the entire structure and inventing something new.

Figure 4.1: The Architecture of Benchmarking Framework

The experimental setup for this study was carefully designed to ensure reliable and

accurate results. The benchmarking framework was executed on a high-performance
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workstation equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900KF CPU with 8 cores,

128GB of memory running at 2666MT/S, and 256GB of SSD. The workstation runs

Ubuntu 20.04.5 LTS with a kernel of 5.13.5-051305-generic with SGX-related features

enabled. The base docker image used in the framework is also Ubuntu 20.04 LTS,

which installs the necessary packages on demand. It is noteworthy that the worksta-

tion is connected to the local network via a 1Gbps NIC, Intel I219-V, although no

NICs are utilized in the benchmarks. Instead, all the containers use the default bridge

driver, which enables the building of a local network in the Docker host, providing

namespace isolation from the host’s network namespace. In the subsequent section,

we will present and analyze the results obtained from the benchmarks.

4.3 Evaluation

4.3.1 Transparent Attested Tunnel

As previously indicated, our study employed two macro-benchmarks to evaluate

the overhead imposed by the transparent attested tunnel. The initial benchmark as-

sessed the throughput of the download UDP link under three modes: native, gramine,

and tunnel. Subsequently, we conducted a second benchmark to measure the duration

of DKG and signing across the same three modes: native, gramine, and tunnel. It

should be noted that we included a tunnel mode that featured the ”Exitless Feature”

to demonstrate the potential impact of utilizing enclaves without this feature.

iperf3 Macro-benchmark - The network performance metric is crucial in gaug-

ing the potential overhead of deploying a trusted tunnel within an honest environ-

ment, given that all traffic is transmitted via the trusted tunnel to reach its destina-

tion. Considering this, we conducted measurements of the maximum UDP downlink

throughput, employing the iperf3 tool. The iperf3 client and server containers were

set up in different modes, namely, native, gramine, and tunnel. We recorded the aver-

age downlink throughput in 10-second intervals, and the benchmark was executed for

a duration of 30 seconds. To account for the impact of bandwidth on throughput, we

gradually increased the bandwidth limit in increments of 100Mbit/s for every step.

Our measurements covered the maximum UDP downlink throughput under band-

width limits ranging from 100Mbit/s to 1Gbit/s. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, native
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and gramine benchmarks demonstrated similar throughput, whereas tunnel exhibited

an overhead of approximately 5.5% at the peak of the graph. This overhead can be

attributed to the latency imposed by attestation and DTLS tunnel. It is worth noting

that the Exitless Feature significantly enhances the throughput in which when the

client runs inside an enclave without Exitless Feature, the throughput drops around

33%.

Figure 4.2: Network Performance of Transparent Attested Tunnel

Threshold ECDSA Macro-benchmarks - In our second macro-benchmark, we

measured the time required for DKG and threshold ECDSA signing. We structured

the benchmark such that the number of participants progressively increased from

3 to 9, with a threshold of two-thirds of the parties minus one, which translates

to the requirement of at least two-thirds of the players to contribute to signing a

message or transaction. To conduct this benchmark, we divided it into two distinct

phases: the key generation phase and the signing phase. We recorded the results of

measurements for each phase, such as duration, key shares, error logs, and signatures

onto the disk. Moreover, as previously mentioned, we utilized ZenGo’s Multiparty-

ECDSA implementation for this benchmark, whereby we commenced by running the
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coordinator node, then adding the participants for each phase. We use gg20 version

of Multiparty-ECDSA which is based on [12].

(a) DKG Execution Time with Enclave Initialization

(b) DKG Execution Time without enclave Initialization

Figure 4.3: DKG Macro-Benchmark of Transparent Attested Tunnel

As illustrated in Figures 4.3, running the threshold ECDSA client inside an en-

clave on LibOS, gramine benchmark, results in a significant delay in comparison to

the native benchmark. This delay is primarily due to the initialization of the enclave

and the loading of the binary into it, which are necessary steps when a program runs

inside an enclave. It is worth noting two crucial points in this regard. Firstly, the ini-

tialization time occurs only once during the lifetime of a process; thus, we can expect

that the actual execution time of a process in an enclave, without initialization, would
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be considerably less than the duration we observed with initialization. Secondly, the

initialization time is closely tied to the details of the manifest file. Specifically, by

restricting the manifest file in terms of ensuring the integrity and confidentiality of

the disk content, enclave features, and so forth, we can achieve a shorter initializa-

tion time. Considering this fact, we measured the initialization of enclave in which

the enclave just runs the Multiparty-ECDSA binary to print the help options. After

measuring the init time, we decrease this value from the whole execution time to

estimate the actual duration of TSS protocols in an enclave (Figures 4.3b, 4.4b). We

will delve into this notion more when we talk about the micro-benchmarks of the in-

tegrated attested tunnel. As shown in 4.3b, we experience an overhead of 79% when

we run Multiparty-ECDSA player inside an enclave, gramine benchmark. Addition-

ally, in terms of tunnel benchmark, we experience 84% more overhead than gramine

benchmark. The reasons for the observed overheads are as follows:

• First of all, The DKG phase, a critical component in the TSS protocol, re-

quires the computation of large prime numbers for the public/private shares.

This phase also involves resource-intensive tasks such as zero-knowledge proofs.

When executing such computations within an enclave that necessitates mem-

ory encryption and ECALL/OCALL instructions, there is a noticeable overhead

that has been quantitatively documented and illustrated in the accompanying

chart. Additionally, as we discussed in Chapter 2, the key generation of TSS

protocol is a probabilistic algorithm that relies on the strength of entropy, and

entropy is a measure of the degree of randomness in a system, and a high level

of entropy is crucial in ensuring the security of cryptographic protocols. There-

fore, the strength of entropy is important in the key generation phase of a TSS

protocol since it determines the quality of the generated keys. It is aligned

with what is depicted in Figure 4.3. While the overall DKG execution time is

increasing, there are some skewed points. This can be attributed to the inde-

terministic aspect of DKG and the impact of the strength of entropy in the key

generation. As such, it is crucial to take into account these computational costs

when analyzing the overhead associated with the trusted tunnel.

• Secondly, Multiparty-ECDSA application does not utilize any secure tunnel

mechanism to exchange TSS messages between parties. Consequently, native
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and gramine benchmarks just use bare TCP protocol as the transport layer.

In contrast, the transparent attested tunnel leverages the Datagram Transport

Layer Security (DTLS) protocol to establish a trusted tunnel between TSS par-

ties and authenticate honest parties. According to this notion, This additional

layer of security incurs an overhead compared to the native and gramine bench-

marks, as depicted in the accompanying Figure 4.3.

• The transparent attested tunnel leverages remote attestation to verify the pro-

vided quotes in the Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificate which ensures

the authentication of honest parties involved in the TSS protocol. Remote at-

testation, including EPID, is not a free process and adds an overhead to the

tunnel benchmark on top of what we discussed previously.

In the signing phase of the Threshold ECDSA, as depicted in Figures 4.4b, the

gramine and tunnel benchmarks exhibit an overhead compared to native execution of

Multiparty-ECDSA which are 23% and 41% respectively. For the tunnel benchmark,

this overhead can be attributed to several factors, including protecting confidentiality

and integrity provided by the DTLS layer and detecting honest parties provided by

the remote attestation mechanism. However, in contrast to the DKG phase, the

signing phase is a deterministic process. As such, we do not observe skewed points

that were observed in the DKG phase. Instead, the execution time of the signing

phase increases as the number of participants increases, which is in line with the fact

that when the threshold increases, the protocol requires more TSS message exchanges

to sign a message.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the signing phase is less computing-demanding

compared to the DKG phase. As a result, the overhead of using the enclave in the

signing phase, depicted in gramine and tunnel benchmarks, is less than in the DKG

benchmark. According to Figure 4.4b, the overhead of tunnel benchmark for DKG

with nine parties was approximately 163%, while for the signing of six out of nine

parties, it was 41% compared to the baseline, native execution.
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(a) Signing Execution Time with Enclave Initialization

(b) Signing Execution Time without enclave Initialization

Figure 4.4: Signing Macro-Benchmark of Transparent Attested Tunnel

We can attribute this drop to two factors: 1) the number and size of messages: In

[12] protocol which is used in Multiparty-ECDSA, DKG phase has 4 rounds while the

signing phase has 7 rounds. It means that bigger and more messages are required to

be exchanged in DKG phase which can be translated into a higher rate of encryption

and decryption. 2) Remote Attestation: the remote attestation based on EPID is a

costly operation compared to other operations in this system because parties need to

connect to IAS to validate quotes, and it takes hundreds of milliseconds while it takes

just less than milliseconds to validate a certificate using CA roots. Accordingly, in

DKG phase, a party needs to complete 8 remote attestations, but it requires only 5
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remote attestation operations in the signing phase. These observations highlight the

fact that remote attestation and DTLS channel have essential roles in the overhead

of the transparent attested tunnel compared to gramine benchmark.

Upon examination of the provided observations, we can draw the conclusion that

the primary overhead associated with the transparent attested tunnel compared to

the native execution stems from the enclave initialization process, which occurs only

once during the execution of an honest party. Furthermore, the delay observed in

tunnel mode, as opposed to gramine mode, is primarily attributable to the attestation

process and DTLS tunnel. This delay can be reduced by deploying Data Center

Attestation Primitives (DCAP) technique, optimizing the trusted tunnel code, and

utilizing SGX directly instead of using Gramine LibOS. In the next section, we shall

employ micro-benchmarks in the TSS client application with the integrated attested

tunnel in specific to accurately measure the duration of each phase in an honest party.

4.3.2 Integrated Attested Tunnel

As mentioned earlier, to meet the security requirements introduced in Chpater

3, we implemented the prototype of TSS client with the integrated attested tunnel.

In this section, we present the prototype’s evaluation in terms of DKG and signing

macro-benchmarks which measure the execution time of DKG and signing phases in

GG18 [11] threshold ECDSA protocol. Moreover, we provide a micro-benchmark in

which we gather data from probes implanted in the TSS client code.

TSS Client Macro-benchmarks – In order to assess the overhead associated

with an integrated attested tunnel, we developed two macro-benchmarks to measure

the execution time of the DKG and signing phases. As DKG is an indeterministic

function, its execution time varies between each iteration, which can make it difficult

to compare different benchmarks. To address this issue, we designed a separate

phase called genPreParams mode in our prototype, in which each party calculates

its required cryptographic parameters beforehand. The results of this phase are pre-

calculated required parameters that are stored on disk. It is worth noting that the

execution time of generating pre-parameters was not included in the DKG benchmark.

Overall, genPreParams mode offers a way to standardize the DKG benchmark for fair

comparisons.
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In the DKG benchmark, we instantiate N number of TSS clients in containers

with the required parameters. We increase N from 3 to 9 to measure the impact

of the number of participants in our benchmark. Similar to what we did in the

transparent attested tunnel, we provide three categories of environments to conduct

our benchmark: native, gramine, and tunnel. The specifications of these categories

are as follows:

• native – TSS client runs on a container with tlsMode of tlsWithCAs and a pro-

vided TLS key/cert pair. It means that TSS client needs to verify the certificate

of peers using the given certificate authority in the config file; additionally, it

must use a pre-generated pair of TLS key and certificate provided in the com-

mand line to establish a TLS connection.

• gramine – TSS client runs inside an enclave utilizing gramine. It is also pro-

vided with tlsWithCAs, key, and cert parameters. Consequently, the gramine

environment establishes TLS connection with the same TLS configurations as

the native configuration.

• tunnel – TSS client runs inside an enclave with tlsMode of aTls. It means that

TSS client needs to generate its own TLS key and certificate to establish a

TLS connection to other peers. Additionally, this pair must be signed by SGX

Provisioning Enclave to be valid.

All other parameters of TSS clients are the same in each environment. To calculate

the DKG execution time, we capture the epoch time before and after the execution

of DKG phase and consider their differences as an instance of DKG execution time.

Figure 4.5 depicts the DKG execution time for 3 to 9 participants in 3 aforemen-

tioned environments. It is necessary to point out that we considered the average of

5 instances for each case as the final value of DKG execution time; moreover, native

execution reflects the baseline in our analysis.
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(a) DKG Execution Time with Enclave Initialization

(b) DKG Execution Time without enclave Initialization

Figure 4.5: DKG Macro-Benchmark of TSS Client with Integrated Attested Tunnel

We can derive several observations from the data presented in Figure 4.5. Firstly,

it is evident that the execution time of DKG increases in direct proportion to the

number of participants, as anticipated. This is a result of the increased number of

message exchanges required as the number of participants grows. Secondly, it can

be observed from Figure 4.5a that initializing the enclave results in a substantial

overhead of 142% for 9 participants. This overhead can primarily be attributed to

the enclave initialization, as indicated in 4.5b, since the overhead drops to 39% after

deducting the enclave initialization time. Notably, the difference between the over-

head of the tunnel and gramine is around 18% for 3 participants, and this difference
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decreases as the number of participants increases. This can be attributed to the fact

that as the overall DKG execution time increases, the impact of latency associated

with key generation and remote attestation in tunnel becomes relatively insignificant.

Finally, it is observed that for 9 participants, the tunnel benchmark shows better

performance than the gramine benchmark. This behavior can be explained by two

possible factors: Firstly, when multiple parties verify the validity of a certificate by

performing remote attestation, the IAS caches the results, reducing the latency as-

sociated with remote attestation. Secondly, although the main computations related

to the DKG phase are conducted during the ‘PreParams’ phase, there are still some

probabilistic computations that need to be performed during the DKG phase. The

impact of these computations may be greater than the self-signed generated attested

TLS (aTls) key/cert and remote attestation in the DKG.

In order to benchmark the signing phase, we have considered two-thirds of the

parties involved in the DKG phase. Specifically, we have set the threshold t to be

equal to ’(2
3
)N − 1’, where N represents the total number of participants in the DKG

phase. The native, gramine, and tunnel environments were set up with the same

configurations used for the DKG benchmark. To measure the execution time of the

signing phase, we recorded the epoch time before and after running TSS client in Sign

mode. The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 4.6, which shows

the execution time of the signing phase for values of N ranging from 3 to 9, with a

threshold ’(2
3
)N −1’. We should note that we have utilized the mean of five instances

for each case to get the execution time of the signing phase. Furthermore, we set the

native execution as the baseline for our analysis.

Several observations can be made from Figure 4.6. Notably, the signing phase in

gramine and tunnel benchmarks incurs significant overhead, as indicated by Figure

4.6a. This overhead can be attributed to the enclave initialization time, which is

considerably higher than the signing duration in the native environment. As shown

in Figure 4.6b, upon deducting the duration of enclave initialization in gramine, this

overhead drops to 110%, eight-fold less than the value illustrated in Figure 4.6a.

Additionally, in all three cases, the duration of the signing protocol increases as

the number of participants increases, consistent with our expectation in terms of the

number of TSS messages exchanged between participants. While the required number
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of participants remains constant and the total number of parties generating key shares

increases, the execution time slightly decreases, suggesting that the computation that

tss-lib requires to make the signature is reduced in these cases. Moreover, another

key observation in Figure 4.6b is that the difference between overhead associated

with tunnel and gramine benchmarks is nearly the same, and for (t, N) = (5, 9), it is

approximately 31%. This difference can be attributed to the generation of a self-signed

aTls key/cert pair and remote attestations performed in the tunnel benchmark.

(a) Signing Execution Time with Enclave Initialization

(b) Signing Execution Time without Enclave Initialization

Figure 4.6: Signing Macro-Benchmark of TSS Client with Integrated Attested Tunnel
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TSS Client Micro-benchmarks - To determine the underlying causes of over-

head incurred in the gramine and tunnel benchmark, we employed a series of probes

within the TSS client code to accurately measure the execution time of specific tasks.

These probes were activated by providing the -microbench option to the TSS client

programs. The configuration of the native, gramine, and tunnel environments re-

mained consistent what we provide in the macro-benchmarks; additionally, the bench-

mark consisted of three distinct phases: pre-parameter generation, key share genera-

tion, and message signing. We conducted the micro-benchmark for three parties and

separately collected the results for the DKG and signing phases. Table 4.1 represents

the results of the micro-benchmark for the DKG phase.

Microbenchmark
native gramine tunnel

Duration(ms) Duration(ms) Overhead Duration(ms) Overhead
Load TSS Client and TLS Channel Configs 0.093 4.099 4307.53% 1.802 1837.63%
Generate aTls Certificate N/A N/A N/A 313.076 N/A
Load Pre-Params 0.147 1.458 891.84% 1.565 964.63%
Verify Certificate (Max) 0.413 0.903 118.64% 672.260 162674.82%
Write DKG Share to Disk 0.086 1.928 2141.86% 6.492 7448.84%
Generate DKG Share 2560 2930 14.45% 2868 12.03%

Whole Execution 2562 2951 15.18% 3190 24.51%

Table 4.1: DKG Micro-benchmarks of TSS Client with Integrated Attested Tunnel

Microbenchmark
native gramine tunnel

Duration(ms) Duration(ms) Overhead Duration(ms) Overhead
Load TSS Client and TLS Channel Configs 0.090 3.776 4095.56% 3.699 4010.00%
Generate aTls Certificate N/A N/A N/A 263.628 N/A
Load Key Share 0.297 1.775 497.64% 2.087 602.69%
Verify Certificate (Max) 0.278 0.889 219.78% 644.61 231774.10%
Generate Signature 298.034 389.764 30.78% 716.302 140.34%

Whole Execution 298.907 400.771 34.08% 990.402 231.34%

Table 4.2: Signing Micro-benchmarks of TSS Client with Integrated Attested Tunnel

Table 4.1 presents important observations. First, the implemented TSS client

prototype incurs significant overhead in I/O operations when it operates inside an

enclave, as evident from the results of the ”Load TSS Client and TLS Channel Con-

figs” ”Load Pre-Params” and ”Write DKG Share to Disk” micro-benchmarks. This

finding aligns with our expectations because Golang does not utilize glibc to issue

syscalls and instead issues syscalls directly [86]. Conversely, Gramine LibOS handles

syscalls by replacing them with a specific call instruction through patching glibc and

musl C libraries. Therefore, when a Golang program calls a syscall, many context
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switches occur between the kernel, LibOS, and the program, resulting in significant

performance loss [87]. Consequently, a performance drop is expected when the TSS

client conducts I/O operations. It is worth noting that similar behavior is observed

in the ”Load TSS Client and TLS Channel Config” and ”Load Key Share” micro-

benchmarks in the signing phase (Table 4.2).

Another notable observation pertains to the ”Generate aTls Certificate” and ”Ver-

ify Certificate (Max)” micro-benchmarks. Since a party needs to verify the TLS cer-

tificate of peer parties in the TSS protocol, it needs to do a certificate validation for

each, so the log displays multiple ”Verify Certificate” values. Moreover, certificate

validation can be considered a concurrent operation whereby for each TLS connec-

tion, a party runs a goroutine to validate the corresponding certificate. Consequently,

the ”Verify Certificate (Max)” value is defined as the maximum duration of certificate

verification among all TLS connections in our benchmark. On the other hand, both

the native and gramine environments do not require generating a SGX self-signed

certificate to establish a TLS channel, so the ”Generate aTls Certificate” value is

inapplicable to these environments. Considering all these factors, the tunnel environ-

ment is expected to experience more overhead because it must first generate an aTls

certificate and then perform remote attestation to verify the provided TLS certificate.

Finally, based on the recorded benchmark results, the actual execution time of the

TSS client in an enclave is significantly lower than what was calculated in the macro-

benchmark. Since enclave initialization occurs only once in its lifetime, the effective

execution time of the TSS client can be considered the ”whole execution” presented

in the micro-benchmarks. Accordingly, the tunnel environment incurs a 24% over-

head in the DKG phase (Table 4.1), which is acceptable given the security benefits

proposed in our architecture and security requirements. In the signing phase, while

gramine environment experiences a 34% overhead compared to the native baseline,

the integrated attested tunnel experiences a 231% overhead for two signers with a

total of three players. Based on the data provided in Table 4.2, most of this overhead

can be attributed to generating aTls certificate and remote attestation operations.

According to the the signing macro-benchmark 4.6, the duration of the ”Generate Sig-

nature” operation increases as the number of participants grows, making the impact
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of the tunnel’s delay minor and negligible. Overall, we can conclude that the perfor-

mance of the TSS client with the integrated attested tunnel is acceptable, considering

the security advantages it provides to a crypto wallet.

After considering the observations discussed above, we can propose some tech-

niques to enhance the performance of the TSS client with the integrated attested

tunnel. In order to optimize the performance of the TSS client itself, a recommended

approach would be optimizing the code to eliminate bottlenecks, such as excessive

I/O operations. Additionally, optimization of the manifest file of Gramine could de-

crease the initialization time of enclaves. To address the problem associated with

issuing syscalls in Golang on Gramine, a possible solution is to patch the Go compiler

to use glibc instead of direct syscalls [88]; however, this task is labor-intensive and

requires continuous maintenance. An alternative and intriguing option would be to

use SGX-SDK written in Go, such as EGo [89], which eliminates Gramine LibOS

from the architecture and reduces the overhead caused by calling syscalls and their

excessive context switches. Furthermore, it facilitates fine-tuning of the SGX envi-

ronment based on specific requirements and eliminates unnecessary generic routines

implemented by Gramine LibOS. However, with this new architecture, the developer

is responsible for initializing, starting, and managing enclaves in their code. Since

the tss-lib library is written in Golang, the TSS client also needs to be developed

in Golang. Nevertheless, there are some TSS libraries written in other languages,

like Rust [14], which can be utilized to write code without encountering the chal-

lenges associated with Golang. We utilized SGX1 without Enclave Dynamic Memory

Management (EDMM), where all SGX parameters had to be specified in advance in

Gramine’s manifest file. In contrast, SGX2 has the EDMM feature, which allows for

dynamic addition and removal of enclave memory during runtime. It also provides

the ability to change memory permissions and types and create dynamic threads. As

the initialization of the enclave is closely related to the size of the enclave and the

number of threads specified in the manifest file, this capability of SGX2 helps con-

siderably reduce initialization time since Gramine can add memory pages and thread

control structure at runtime.

To enhance the performance of the integrated attested tunnel, we need to ad-

dress the latency of generating aTls certificate and remote attestation. Gramine uses
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mbedtls library under the hood to implement ra-tls mechanism, and most of its la-

tency is attributed to high startup time, which is the result of default seeding of

random number generator using /dev/random and /dev/urandom; accordingly, to

reduce the latency associated with generating aTls certificate, the SGX signed cer-

tificate, we can force to employ RDRAND/RDSEED engine to reduce the setup time

[90]. Finally, the remote attestation is an essential component of our design which

provides mutual authentication and allows only honest parties to participate in the

protocol; however, it incurs some overhead to our system. In the implemented proto-

types, we used EPID remote attestation method, which needs communications with

IAS infrastructure. To minimize this overhead, we can deploy the DCAP method of

remote attestation in which we set up internal attestation service (AS) servers with

caching capability. This technique can reduce the latency associated with remote

attestation considerably.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we focused on securing multi-party crypto wallets relying on thresh-

old ECDSA signing. Organizations and exchanges widely use these wallets to benefit

from their usability and enhanced security features. However, the inherent complex-

ity of the protocol, coupled with the immaturity of their implementations, makes

these wallets vulnerable to attacks and loss of millions of funds. Given the severity

of potential attacks, we propose security solutions based on Intel’s implementation of

TEE, SGX, to mitigate attacks against multi-party crypto wallets. Our work focuses

on the key generation and transaction signing domains while leaving other aspects of

crypto wallets for future works. Moreover, given the widespread usage of the ECDSA

signing algorithm in the blockchain, we limit our work to threshold ECDSA signa-

ture and DKG protocols, specifically the GG18 and GG20 protocols that are highly

respected in the crypto industry.

As outlined in the threat model section, most attacks on TSS (Threshold Secret

Sharing) protocols involve participating dishonest parties and exploiting the protocol

through multiple rounds of communication. Accordingly, we proposed two solutions

in which honest parties can detect dishonest players and prevent them from exploiting

the protocol. In these solutions, we bound the identity of TSS players to the code

and data of their corresponding processes and verified their identity using hardware,

namely Intel SGX. This architecture not only protects multi-party wallet users from

attackers exploiting the protocol but also prevents the revelation of their key shares

when an attacker conducts a system-level attack and takes control of their systems.

To provide a comprehensive security solution, we stated the security requirements of

our system, based on the threat model presented in Chapter 2. Following the security

requirements for our system, we proposed two designs, each with its advantages and

drawbacks. The transparent attested tunnel allows unmodified multi-party crypto

wallets to join the TSS protocol, authenticate honest parties, and detect dishonest

71
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parties, but it cannot meet all the security requirements that we propose. Strictly

speaking, since the tunnel runs outside an enclave, it is not protected from system-

level attacks and consequent threats. In the second solution, we sacrifice flexibility

for higher security and implement a TSS client prototype with an integrated attested

tunnel feature that runs in an enclave. We provided a comprehensive security analysis,

in which, based on the threat model we introduced, we described the attacks and

attackers, then discussed the defense mechanisms against the attack and whether

the proposed architecture could protect us against these attacks, and finally, how

the attacks relate to the provided security requirements. The results of our security

analysis show that the integrated attested tunnel meets all the security requirements

and can provide a high level of assurance, which is necessary for a multi-party crypto

wallet.

To assess the efficacy of the proposed designs, we executed two prototypes and

ran macro and micro-benchmarks; moreover, we constructed a framework to com-

bine different benchmarks that cater to our specific requirements. In line with the

original design, every player was presented as a container bundle comprising all the

necessary packages to operate a multi-party wallet in an enclave. Since the transpar-

ent attested tunnel permits the deployment of unmodified programs, we constructed

a macro-benchmark leveraging iperf3 to compute the overhead incurred on network

throughput when deploying the transparent tunnel. We documented the benchmark

results in three environments of native, gramine, and tunnel. Data reveals that tunnel

results in a 5.4% overhead compared to the native baseline, which may escalate up

to 33% without the Exitless feature of Gramine. Concerning the DKG and signing

macro-benchmarks, the use of the tunnel produced a significant overhead; however,

most of it pertains to the initialization of an enclave. As enclave initialization tran-

spires once in its lifetime, we can exclude this duration. We discovered that for the

DKG, we encountered an overhead of approximately 163% for nine participants and

around 61% when six out of nine players signed a message. Regarding the integrated

attested tunnel, we executed macro-benchmarks to determine the duration of the

DKG and signing phase of the TSS protocol. The results indicate that similar to the

other prototype, most of the latency is connected to enclave initialization. Hence,

after subtracting the initialization time, we experienced a 40% and 141% overhead,
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respectively, for the DKG and signing in the tunnel environment for nine participants

and six signers. To uncover the root of these overheads, we introduced a micro-

benchmark to gauge the duration of different steps required to complete the DKG or

signing. According to our findings in Chapter 4, most of the overhead in our proto-

type arises from generating SGX-signed TLS certificates and remote attestation to

validate the identity of potential participants. Furthermore, due to complications in

Golang syscall invocation, the performance of I/O operations of the TSS client in an

enclave is notable. The most noteworthy discovery pertains to the effective execution

time in tunnel mode, indicating that the actual execution of the TSS client in an

enclave is much less than what we calculated in the macro-benchmark. For three

players and two signers, tunnel mode leads to a 24% increase in DKG and a 231%

increase in signing operations. However, we must consider that the whole execution

time of signing is around 300ms in the native environment, while certificate verifica-

tion takes 600ms in the tunnel environment. It implies that this difference is mostly

due to remote attestation, which can be reduced with DCAP and caching techniques.

Moreover, we should bear in mind that since the duration of signing increases with

an increasing number of signers and participants, the impact of key generation and

remote attestation on the overhead would be less significant. Considering these facts,

we can conclude that TSS client prototype with the integrated attested tunnel satis-

fies all the security requirements, and its performance is acceptable, which makes it

usable in operational settings.

5.1 Limitations

We have presented two distinct prototypes to mitigate attacks on TSS clients,

each with advantages and drawbacks. While the transparent attested tunnel can

authenticate honest parties within the TSS protocol without needing application

modification, it fails to meet our proposed security requirements. Conversely, the

TSS client with the integrated attested tunnel satisfies all security requirements but

necessitates modification to the TSS client to be integrated. Therefore, a possible

improvement is providing a transparent attested tunnel between clients that meets

security requirements. The SENG [69] runtime, which operates on the client side of
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its architecture, delivers a transparent shield capable of authenticating network traf-

fic. Another potential improvement is related to the I/O operations in our prototype;

strictly speaking, our TSS client prototype is subject to poor I/O performance due

to Golang syscall complications. On the other hand, Gramine LibOS lacks support

for all the syscalls implemented in the Linux kernel, such as fork() and exec(), which

can incur additional overhead under certain conditions. Therefore, using SGX-SDK

or other LibOSes [26] may alleviate this issue.

5.2 Future Work

This section will discuss domains and directions we can address to improve our

prototypes’ security, performance, and useability.

Attestation and Verification - The modification of any components of the TSS

client bundle within the provided architecture results in a change in the measurement,

report, and verification identity of a TSS party. While updating the Allowlist of all

other participants can pose a challenge, this design decision allows for the honest

parties’ identity to be tightly coupled to hardware and protected from numerous

attacks against a software-based identity management system. Striking a balance

between the security and usability of prototypes is crucial, and one possible solu-

tion is the Panoply approach [91] in which tss-lib is divided into multiple enclaves,

including shared libraries and services, and the core tss-client receives services from

them through attested Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). Another critical factor in this

domain is the security of remote attestation infrastructure. The entire software stack

of IAS should strictly be added to the TCB of our architecture since, in both EPID

and DCAP remote attestation, we rely on AS to validate the aTls. One possible

solution is to distribute this infrastructure among all participants, secured by a TEE.

However, this is not a trivial problem since, in the case of IAS, we have the public

key of IAS in SGX Platform Software (PSW), but in the case of distributed AS,

adding the identity of the counterpart causes a circular dependency that is similar to

a deadlock situation. For the same reason, an enclave does not include Allowlist in

our architecture. MAGE [92] proposes a solution in which an enclave is divided into

two separate parts. The specific part contains the enclave’s functionality, while the

common part has the information to derive the identity of counterparties.
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Multi-party Crypto wallet - Our research proposes a prototype of a multi-party

crypto wallet that protects TSS parties from attacking the protocol and revealing

key shares. To address the importance and widespread usage of the ECDSA algo-

rithm, we focused on DKG and signing of a message using GG20 and GG18 threshold

ECDSA protocols. In practical application, the multi-party crypto wallet must in-

tegrate into a blockchain to understand its transaction format. Moreover, it must

consider other factors such as refreshing, public verifiable backups, and supporting

Hierarchical Deterministic (HD) multi-party wallets. Since the Schnorr signature [93]

provides properties such as aggregation that are well-suited for multi-party wallets,

it is necessary to consider key generation and signing for EdDSA.

SGX Security - Even though SGX provides hardware isolation and protection

for the execution of security-critical code from system-level attacks, it can be attacked

[60]. Although many of these attacks require specific conditions to succeed, they are

still feasible. Intel typically provides a microcode patch to resolve each attack, but

the time between discovery, delivery, and deployment of these patches can provide

an opportunity window for attackers to exploit them. Potential solutions to mitigate

the risks of such attacks include deploying memory obfuscation techniques such as

Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [94] and utilizing co-processors to offload these computa-

tions from SGX [95]. In the context of TSS clients with an attested tunnel, if the

security of SGX becomes compromised, the whole system’s security reverts to the

security of the TSS protocol.

TEE Platforms - It is important to note that crypto wallets aspire to replace our

traditional wallets, so it is not sufficient to provide security solutions solely for multi-

party crypto wallets on workstations. Considering smartphones as a platform to run

a TSS client is imperative. For this purpose, it is necessary to port the proposed ar-

chitecture to ARM TrustZone, and other platforms and frameworks supporting TEE,

such as AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV), Keystone [96], and Penglai

[97].
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